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IRELAND'S BUILDING SERVICES MAGAZINE

Quality Assurance - Let's
Make Japan Our Model
In his first public address since
taking olfice as Chiel Executive
of the HRS, John Hayden has
spoken out strongly about the
!'loor standards in Ireland's
mtruction industry. Because
of the protectionist measures we
adopted in the past in all spheres
covering the building services,
Irish manutacturing did not
develop in terms 01 design and
quality. The consequence was a
well-deserved reputation
among the specilying sector lor
poor and inadequate products.
However, that attitude has
changed somewhat in the last
few years and has received an
enormous boost III recent
months with the introduction 01
IS 300 - the new Irish Quality
Standard. This has given
conscientious home-producers
an incentive to work to exacting
specifications whieh, in addition
to helping sales in the home
market, also generate exports
iven that IS 300 is comparable
ith the relevant BS and DIN
specilications.
onetheless, the preference
ot architects, consultants and
other specifiers still seems to be
for imported goods so John
Hayden has appealed to those
concerned to look to the Irish

• Fred Cooney, Chief Executive, Reconair Ltd. with John Hoyden, /lRS.

sector and to insist, not only on
quality products, but on qualityassured products.
This is very much in keeping
with the oplllion expressed by
JJ& VlVell's earlier this year when
we In tact organised a seminar
entitled "'Who Guarantees
Quality Assurance?" The IIRS
is to be congratulated on their
response to the matters raised at
the time by such noteworthy
experts as Sean Mulcahy and
P.J. Doyle, even il John Hayden
is suggesting that it is the duty of

architects and consulting
engineers to police the situation
by insisting on the quality
req uirement.
But in his address - which
was delivered to an invited
gathering at the premises ofLitt
Manufacturing in Dublin- Mr
Hayden did point to the
combined responsibility 01 all
the parties involved, i.e. the
purChaser, the supplier, the
manufacturer and specifier.

For its part the National
Standards Authority has
published a series of six
comprehensive standards on
quality assurance, prepared in
accordance with international
practice, which provide the vital
criteria lor the introduction of
an effective quality assurance
system in this country.
Additionally, the IIRS is
participating in the European
Union of Agreement whereby
an Irish Agreement Certificate
can now be awarded for new
products or processes by the
National Standards Authority
which will be recognised
throughout Europe.
The benefits in terms of
import substitution and the
resultant extra job creation are
substantial but, as a nation, we
seem unable to relate the two.
The tendency in these times of
dilticult trading is to cut corners
to the detriment of the quality
element. John Hayden has
rightly pointed out that this is a
suicidal approach.
He ummed up the situation
most succinctly when he said:
"We all accept that quality
• Col/tilllled 011 page 2

Solid Fuel CookersSafety Requirements

• Eoin Kenny, Vice-President, CIBSE (right) with the President-Elect of
ASHRAE, Fred Kohloss, discussing plans for the jorthcoming International
CIBSE/ASHRAE '86 Conference which will be held in Trinity College,
Dublill, next Autumn.
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Copies of the draft standard: "Solid Fuel Cookers With Integral
Boilers - Part I - Safety Requirements" are now available lor
comment. This long-overdue document should be closely
examined by all involved in this sector of the industry with the
intention of subletting their comments, either tor or against, to
the HRS.
The latest date lor receipt olsuch comments has already passed
but, if you leel strongly enough about any issue contained within
the draft, Niall V Torpey of the Standards Division would still
rather hear from you.
Also, remember that positive and supportive comment is
equally helpful to the Institute. So many of us don't bothertosay
"yes, that's good" with something we find favour with when
we're very quick to let our opinion be known when we disagree
with something.
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from our ho se of profit makers
Seitz preformed rigid glass fibre pipe sections are manufactured from noncombustible glass fibres which are bonded with a high temperature resistant resin.
The pipe sections may be used on pipework operating at temperatures up to 5400C.
Seitz glass fibre sections meet the most rigid fire safety standards and are classed as
non-combustible.
Seitz glass fibre sections come in a range of facings - the plain section can be
supplied with the following factory applied coverings:
CANVAS; PVC; ALUMINIUM; SCRIM;
CLASS '0' (treated aluminium foil/kraft).
In Ireland, Seitz is exclusive to
Heatovent, the company that houses the
international brand leaders.

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
The table below expresses thermal
conductivity at mean temperatures between
hot and cold faces:
MEANTEMPERATURE

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

C

W/mk
0.032
0.035
0.037
0.043
0.052
0.064

25
50
75
100
150
200

HEATOVENT HOUSE. MOUNT ARGUS ROAD, HAROLDS CROSS, DUBLIN 6.
TEL. 975562 TELEX 25672

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss10/1
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LefsMake
Japan Our
Model

POWRMATIC CELEBRATES
C).
25 YEARS

does not exceed 450 deg
Stainless steel construction
Powrmatic, the market leader ensures that the system can be
in warm air heating equipment, used lor chimneys, both
celebrating 25 years in the indoors and outdoors. The
business this year, has launched 25mm cavity width is
a new range of flues in time for maintained between the outer
the heating season. The range and inner casing and is packed
comprises t our systems with asbestos-I ree insulating
designed to suit a wide variety material to reduce heat losses
of applications and further lrom the Ilue gases and give a
Powrmatic's reputation lor fast warm-up time lrom cold
fiexibility in meeting customer conditions.
req uirements.
The system 125 is a twin wall
To complement the existing Ilue with 12.5mm air gap
single skin stainless steel Ilue available in diameters 175 200
range, the system 60, 125, 250 250, and 300mm. This ;ang~
range 01 double skin and double can be used with commercial
skin insulated Ilues has been appliances having a draught
introduced. The system 250 diverter or other appliance
twin wall insulated Ilue has a (where the temperature of the
cavity width of 25mm and is Il ue gas is less than 250 degs C).
available in 6 diameters ranging
Intended mainly tor internal
from 125 to 300mm
use, the 125 has an outer casing
It is recommended for use made 01 galvanised sheet steel,
with commercial appliances whilst the IIlner casing IS
lired with pressure jet oil or constructed in alumll1ium
forced draught gas burners sheet. 1 he characteristics ot the
(where the Ilue gas temperature system 25 x 250 relating to the

• Continuedfromfront cover.
means jobs, but what we must
also understand is that we can
underwrite our own quality.
Quality products on their own
are not the total answer ... we
must also have quality-assured
suppliers. "
On the face of it there are
many who will dismiss M r
Hayden's remarks as simplistic,
as not taking account ot the
broader economic tactors
governing the overall marketplace. Certainly, there is an
element of truth in such a
response but, given all the
circumstances, the action and
attitude he advocates is just
about the only option open to
industry in this country (a) iI we
expect to make things work here
at home and (b) iI we wish to be
involved 111 international
markets.
Hosting the reception at
which Mr Hayden's remarks
were made was Fred Cooney,
Chairman 01 the Reconair
Group which incorporates Lilt
Manutacturers. He added his
thought to the debate when he
said:"We are not moaning or
cribbll1g when we ask the
protessionals to stop and think
when they specily equipment;
we are not asking for chanty;
every nationality gives its
support to its home market.
Unlortunately, we in Irelandare
a nation which will tind fault at
any cost in an I rish product and
give pret"erence at any cost to the
imported product.
"It I may make a companson
to Japanese industry, I'm sure
you all recall when Japanese
products were considered cheap
and shoddy. loday, this is the
very opposite; quality and
Japan are synonymous. Why
then can't this be our model. In
the past Irish made was amusing
- today and in the future let
Irism.made be quality made.
"To conclude I feel the key to
the future may lie in the IS300
Standard and perhaps its
mandatory requirement for
successful tendering in IDA,
State and local authority
contracts. For the future quality
products, at the right price,
delivered on time by the Irish
manufacturer, will create the
• Picture shows John Gorman (Ie}i), a truck driver with BSS (Ireland) for 15
envfronment for success.
years, on the day he received his "15 Year Award"from Robi" Sellick. BSS
"And as you all know ladies
Group Managing Director. He is seen here with Brendan Stack, Managing
and gentlemen, nothing
Director, BSS (lreland) Ltd.
succeeds like success."
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss10/1
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maintaining 01 an air gap to
reduce heat loss are also present
in the system 125.
The twin wall design allows
lower outer case temperatures
than with a single wall flue
system and can be installed with
50mm clearance to combustible
materials.
The system 60 twin wall flue
with 6mm air gap (available
with 125 and 150mm diameter)
has been developed spccitically
for use on domestic gas-I ired
boilers, small commercial gas
tired appliances and gas-lired
appliances fitted with a draught
diverter.
The system 60 is available in
two types 01 component. Olll.;
has an outcr casing constructed
in galvaniscd stcel lor inter
use, whilst the alumll1ium sh
used t or the other ma kes It
suitable lor outdoor installations.
The range is completcd by
system I which employs a sll1gle
skin stainless steel flue pipe.

Dubel
Promotions
Dubel I nsulations Ltd, are
launching two big promotions
this Autumn in both the
Republic and Northern Ireland.
Both promotions start from I
September.
Promotion number one is for
builders and builders'
merchants. It is based on ,le
purchase of specific products
Irom Dubel. Each month there
"rc prizes totalling£8000fPrize
Bonds, in September, October
and
ovember. At the end
there is a grand final prize of a
weekend for two people in
London plus spending money
and two runnerup prizes, each a
weekend for two in a top class
Irish hotel.
The second promotion is
geared to merchants only. It is
an instore or window display
competition which must feature
products purchased from
Dubel. Display material is
available to merchants. The
first prize is a trip to Paris in the
Spring, plus spending money,
and there are runnerup prizes of
Kodak cameras.
Literature has already gone
out to builders and merchants
but in case anyone has no;
received it, they should contact
Dubel, at Dublin or Bellast.
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Up-tempo days.
Downbeat nights.

In the Andes, the
humming bird switches off
at night by going into a form
of hibernation.
It cools its body temperature down by the same degree
as the surrounding air, which can be as much as from 38°C to 14°C.
This enables the humming bird to conserve its resources for the
intense activity of the day, when it uses an enormous amount of energy
with up to 100 wing beats per second and flight speeds of over 70 mph.
Unfortunately, computers don't have the same natural in-built thermostatic control and often have to work non-stop, twenty four hours a day
This means that the heat they generate can build up and seriously
impair their efficiency which then leads to expensive down time.
These problems can be avoided by installing a Liebert computer
support system which, in addition to environmental control, can also
include electrical power monitoring and protection, fire detection and
access security equipment.
Whatever the computer environment we can provide a Liebert
system to match, backed by a complete design, installation, commissioning
and after sales service.
Call your local office for further details.

~ Lt b rt WALKER AIR CONDITIONING
World leader
in computer
support systems

Enquiry Code No. 2
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Dublin
300844

Belfast
023185234

Glasgow
041-8870551

~

~ A member of the Jefferson Smurfit Group
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Award For Security
Excellence

• Dublin H & V Show: Brian Lenihan, TD, Deputy Leader ofFianna Fail,
ojficially opening the recent Dublin H & V Show with Russ Jackson, show
organiser. Most participants were reportedly happy with the outcome bearingin
mind the extremely dijJicult trading climate. Orders could have been more
jorthcoming but at least the attendance lel'el, and the degree ofinterest shown by
visitors augered well jor the future.

Appointments at Tirolia
TiroliaWerke (Ireland) Ltd, the Irish subsidiary 01 the Austrian
solid fuel cooker manufacturers, has announced twO major
executive appointments.
Paddy Cunningham, formerly Marketing Director 101' the
company, has been appoillled Managing Director.
Charles Billings, formerly Sales Manager with the Hoyne
Group and Area Sales Manager for Heatmerchallls Ltd,
Kilkenny, has been appointed Sales Manager.
TiroliaWerke (Ireland) has been established since mid 1984 to
handle sales, service and distribution of Tirolia products in
Ireland and has achieved the position 01 being the company's
leading export sales subsidiary.

• Charles Billings, Sales Manager, • Paddy Cunningham, Managing
Tiro/ia-Werke (/) Ltd.
Director, Tirolia-Werke (I) Ltd.

PRAGUE EXHIBITION
oslovak Ministry of Fuel and
The largest specialist heating
Energy, the exhibition otlers a
and air conditioning exhibition
complete review of heating and
ever to be held in the Eastern
air conditioning and is divided
Bloc countries Pragotherm 86
into the Iollowing categories 01
will be held in Prague from
exhibit heating; control
11/16 of November of next year
systems; water and steam
( 1986)
distribution; ventilation and
Main theme of the exhibition
circulation; cooling systems;
say the organisers Incheba
insulation; installation and
Fairs and Exhibitions will be
service; health and safety
the rational use of fuel and
equ ipment for workers engaged
energy as well as secondary
in heating and ventilating.
sources of energy.
Sponsored by the Czechhttps://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss10/1
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Details of a new award for
excellence within the secu rity
industry were announced
recently. The scheme--The Paul
Lynch Memorial Award -- was
established to honour Paul
Lynch, a popular figure in the
security business, who died last
year at the age of 37.
His friends and colleagues
within the industry have
initiated this scheme to honour
Paul and to encourage others to
strive for and maintain the high
professional standards which
Paul achieved during his 15
years in the security industry.
At the time 01 his death, Paul
was President of the Irish
Security Industry Association

and administrative and
financial support is provided by
the ISIA for the scheme.
The judges for the inaugural
Paul Lynch Memorial Award
are: Vivian Murray, Chief
Executive, Irish Good Council;
Frank Casey, Managing
Director, Industrial Credit
Corporation and Niall Torpey,
Senior Scientific Officer,
Institute for Industrial Research
and Standards.
A special bronze sculpture
has been commissioned and will
be presented to the award
winner at a ceremony on 30
October 1985 at the Killiney
Court Hotel.

Making Energy
From Waste
Europe's domestic and
industrial waste could be worth
millions 01 pounds to the Irish
economy and create dozens 01
new jobs, according to Sean
Byrne, Marketing Director 01
Basic Shannon Combustion
Ltd, a new company recently
established in Limerick which
plans to construct and market
throughout Europe a revolutionary hightechnology industrial incinerator that will burn
virtually any kind 01 rubbish
and convert itintocheapenergy.
The huge incinerators,
capable ot handling anything
Irom hall a ton to seven tons per
hour, will be built almost entirely
in Ireland and each unit sold
could create over 30 new jobs.
Sean Byrne reckons that the
system could pay 101' itsell
within as little as three years
through the enormous savings
on energy and could help solve
the growing problems 01 local
authorities 111 disposing 01
waste.
Basic Shannon Combustion
is a threcway joint venture
between Byrne, a Limerick
Engineering firm; Shannon
Structures and Services Ltd. and
Basic Environmental Engineering Inc (BEE) of the US, one of
the world's leading waste-Ioenergy companies. The Irish
partners own 60% of the new
company, which has the sales
franchise for Ireland and
Europe.
The incinerators are designed
to perform under the toughest

conditions and a system of units
can dispose of up to 600 tons of
refuse a day. They can handle
the most difficult wastes asphalt, sludge, plastic, rubber
and incombustibles like metal
'
glass, dirt and bricks.
Martin Redington, Managing Director 01 Basic
Shannon Combustion, is
convinced that the new
company is in the right place at
the right time: "Two of the
major problems facing Europe
today a re rising energy costs and
disposing of both domestic an
industrial rei use. Both problems
pose significant financial and
environmental dilliculties 101'
industrial companies and
communities". Basic Shannon
offer a sol ution to both.

• Sean Byrne, Marketing Director,
Basic Shannon Combustion.
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250
TWIN WALL
INSULATED FLUE
With 25mm Cavity Width
125,150,175,200
250 & 300mm Diameters.

EX-STOCK - DUBLIN
Single Wall Stainless Steel
Flue Also Available.

Opowrmatic

The best source of heating under the sun

Our range of
convectors,
unit heaters and
radiant strips are
easy to install,
are virtually maintenance free.
Most are available 'off-the-shelf'
for immediate delivery.
For full details post the coupon.

Heating Controls & Devices (I) Ltd.,
45 BROOMHIll CLOSE, AIRTON ROAD, TAlLAGHT, DUBLIN 24. TELEPHONE 521533
N. Ireland Of/Ice;

HEATING CONTROLS & DEVICES, 6 BALLYORAN LANE, DUNDONALD, BELFAST BT16OTL. TEL: 5111 TELEX: 747536

Published
ARROW@TU
Dublin, 1985
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Code
No. 3
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Chinese Come Christmas
Shopping
A 70strong delegation from the
Republic of China is coming to
Brussels in December to
purchase European equipment
and technology and find
partners tor joilll ventures in
Chinese industry. They will be
attending a European
Community
China Business
Week from 27 December to be
held at the initiative 01 the
European Commission. This
will be a major opportunity for

Glow-worm

Make It Easy
Glowworm have long been
noted tor their ability IOdevelop
simple but highly ettective
products tor the domestic gas
central heating market and their
latest ollering is no exception.
Called the 'Collection', it
consists 01 two room heaters 'a
hall heater' and a 'bedroom
heater'. The 'Collection
Heaters' are unique in that they
rel1ect the mood 01 the room
they go in. The hall heater has a
rich mahogany et tect and brass
detail, while the bedroom heater
is a warm white with a romantic
110ral motit.
David Lemon, Marketing
Direetor 01 1'.1. Glowworm,
recently
introduced the
'Collection Heaters' at a
presentation held in the
ShelboUl'ne Hotel, Dublin. In
attendance were, a gathering 01
heating contractors, gas
company and LPG company
personnel. Mr Lemon was
introduced by John Duignan,
Managing Director 01 C & F
Ltd, who represent Glowworm
in Ireland.
During the course ot an
interesting talk he also
introduced two new boilers
from Glowworm - the Fuel
Saver combination boiler and
the versatile Hideaway range.
The Hideaway boilers are
designed lor the modular
kitchen unit of today. They
come in outputs 01 40,000,
50,000, 60,000 and 80,000
BTus/hr, and can be fitted

Irish indust ry to take advantage
of the new willingness of China
to do more business with her
Western counterparts.
The Chinese delegation comprising central government
otticials, led by a Minister,
together with leaders from all
major provinces and technical
experts, it is coming to
negotiate no less than 237
projects with European
Community industrialists. The
Chinese orlicials preselll will
have lull authority to negotiate

the projects and will be eager to
sign contracts or at least letters
of intent with European
companies. All 01 these projects
have received foreign exchange
approval trom the Beijing
government.
Three quarters of the projects
will involve the direct export
lrom Europe ot equipment and
technical expertise while the
remaining quarter are
investment projects which will
req uire the setting up 01 joint
venture companies.

now places C & F in a dominant
position in the Irish market. We
can now orler the largest and

most impressive 'Collection' of
gas heating products available"

F.

• Brenda J+e.llray, AAdverti~ing
Manager, with Michael Melligan, C & F.

INSURANCE
SCHEME

The HYCA in the UK h3!>introduced a
ne" central heating utended
"arranly in,urance ,cheme, "ith
impruved culCr and lu"er premiums.
.• he "arranty that the custumer gets
all hi,lher muney back if they have tu
inside cupboards, under
payuut forrepair,duringthelirst five
working surlaces and are even
years all er the central heating is
available with optional brown
in,talled. It i, available frum all 600
finish if required.
member' oflhe H YCA whu,peciali,e
John Duignan, in response to
in central heating for the home,
Mr Lemon's talk, stated: "The
including tho,e member, in Nurthern
addition of these new products
Ireland.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss10/1
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Design Award
For Grundfos
Pump
The Grundfos KPstainless steel
sump pump range, introduced
10 Ireland only seven months
ago, has just won the prestigious
Danish Design Council Award
for industrial design.
This is the fourth such award
Grundtos has won in the last 20
years which emphasises once
again the advantages orlered the
end user by the company's
insistence on top quality design
expertise
and advanced
production knowhow.
Manulactured lrom highquality stainless steel 10 exacti ng
specilications, the KP pump is
designed specifically 101'
applications involving drainage
such as in the emptying 01
loundations, cellars, sump pits
and even swimming pools.
Because ot its lirst-rate
perlormance and reliability, the
KP ~ump pump range is already
enjoying considerable success
on the marketplace. onetheless, the recent award Irom the
Danish Design Council I
expected to boost sales even
lurther.
There are two models in the
range the KP 200, available 101'
240 volt single phase 50 Hz
electrical suply; and the KP 500
101' 415 volt three phase 50 Hz
supply.
Most components in the KP
pump such as impeller, shalt,
outer casing, inlet strainer, hose
connector and mOlOr housingare manulactured Irom grade
304 stainless steel 101' maximum
reliability, ell ieienc) and
corrosion resistance.
A 110at s\\oitch is ,upplied 101'
both models so that they cannot
suIteI' damage through pumpi I1g
themselves dry. On the K P 200,
the switch IS built-in, \\ohil.: on the
K P 500, the Iloat sv,lll:h IS
connected to the starter, as IS the
pump.

Expansion By
Waterford Foundry
Waterlord Foundry Lld have purchased the assets of Kildare
Euroloundry Ltd in Athy Iromthe receiver, Patrick B Campbell
Kilty and Co.
The success 01 the Stanley Su per Star the casti ron, solid luel,
central heating cooker launched last February has re,ulted in
Waterford Foundry's need 101' increased foundry capacity. They
anticipate commencing production immediately in Athy and it is
envisaged that they will employ some 35 people there.
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Cast Iron Heating Boiler

Lollar505
Oil/Gas special Purpose heating boiler
Lollar-Economatic 505
Oil/Gas special purpose heating boiler, for low
temperature application with outside compensator
boiler circuit regulation

·1 : .....
"

\

I

...

-----

J

The Buderus cast iron heating boiler Lollar 505 is a
purpose made boiler, for gas or oil firing, with low
flue gas resistance. High combustion efficiencies,
particularly at low flue gas temperature, can be
achieved. The design concept allows f.or easy
erection and the sectional construction provides for
problems caused by restricted access.
The design concept and the materials used in
construction are ideal for the out-door temperature
controlled operation of the Lollar-Ecomatic 505.
The hot water circulation temperature is
continually adjusted by the outside compensator
and thus the boiler operates to heat load
requirements at any given time. In this way
radiation and operating losses are considerably
reduced and by shutting down the boiler
completely during low load conditions further
economies are achieved. The Ecomatic boiler
design, which has proved itself over many years,
can therefore achieve considerable fuel economies
especially during low capacity operation.
The boiler is arranged for optimum charge of the
combustion chamber with even heat distribution,
the latter being assisted by balanced water
circulation. Through a tongue and groove type seal
as well as purpose made, internally filled, sealing
strips, the boiler can be made tight easily during
erection. A further advantage is the large access
door through which cleaning and servicing of the
combustion chamber and all flueways may be
accomplished. This door may be hinged on either
side depending on client's boilerhouse
arrangement. In addition to the efficient internal
heat protection, this door is also provided with an
external insulated casing. Through 80 mm thick
insulation of the boiler radiation and other
operational heat losses are kept to a miniumum; at
no point would the surface temperature of the
boiler casing be more than 20 degs. C above the
ambient room temperature.
A new design detail is the connection section at
the rear end of the boiler block. It serves as a flue
gas header with discharge connection, and it also
acts as a return water header for boiler circulation.
If a hot water storage heater is included then this
section would also serve as its return header. The
connecting section may be cleaned from above.
Fuels: 35 secs oil/nat. gas/ Ipg.

For further information contact:

QC-H~-P~-~~-'D~-B~-~._EN_G_IN_EE_R_S_LT_D----l.@
Telephone: 265711. Telegrams Quadrant Telex 25283
Enquiry Code No. 4
Published
by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1985
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CIBSE FOR HCOMING
EVENTS
GOLF OUTING:

This year a big contingent
came from the Northern
Ireland Branch. The event has
always enjoyed great support
in the past. A good day and
night was had by all.

Regional Visit
Limerick has been chosen for
the Regional Technical
Evening. A visit to the Wilo
factory will be included.

Oct. 14th
(Monday)

Ladies Night
at the Theatre

John Player Theatre
Dublin.

Oct. 18th Regional Technical Evening Regional Technical
(Friday)
Limerick
College,
Limerick or
NlHE Limerick.

Contractors Night:
An interesting evening is
anticipated with presentations from both mechanical
and electrical disciplines on a
motion that "Consultants are
not fair to Contractors". A
consultant will reply
Scheduled Start 6.15 pm.
Night at Theatre
Following last year's theatre
success CIBSE is again
returning to the John Player
for Ladies Night. Take 4
Productions are presenting
their most successful musical
"Promises Promises". The
show starts with a wine
reception at 7.15pm.

IEC Commissioning Guide

HEATING AT

INTERBUILD
With just two months to go to Interbuild, to be staged at the
National Exhibition Centre, 24-30 November, the "Heating at
InterbuiJd" section in Hall 3 is nearly fully booked.
Newcomers this year include Rene Brisach Irom France, who
manufactures solid fuel stoves, and Irom Britain Selkirk,
manufacturers 01 chimney linings. They will take their places
alongside such market leaders as Thorn EMl Heating, Baxi, GECXpelair, TI Glowworm and Fibreglass.
Also at the show are British Gas, the Department 01 Energy, the
Electricity Council and the Solid Fuel Advisory Service with 20
solid-fuel appliance and equipment manufactures on their stand.

Mystery Incentive
Some 01 the things installers won't have to do in order to qualify
lor the 1986 Glowworm Mystery Trip is to "disguise
themselves, row the Pacilic ocean, stowaway, or even sell
thousands 01 boilers". No, according to John Duignan 01 C &
F, the minimum requirement lor qualilication, which has just
been announced, is the sale of 95 boilers over a period of nine
months. This averages out at 2'12 boilers per week.
The qualifying level has been lowered, by slightly more than
the market decline, which means that more installation
companies should have the ability to qualify.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss10/1
B 10.21427/D7Z421
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A guide lor the commissioning,
operation and maintenance 01
storage pumps and of pumpturbines operatingas pumps will
soon be available Irom the lEe.
This guide will prove
invalua ble lor tendering and
contract purposes worldwide.
The guide establishes, in a
general way, suitable procedures lor commissioning:
(a) nonreversible hydraulic
machines without moveable
wicket gates, i.e. storage
pumps;
(b) reversible hydraulic
machines with Iixed blade
impellers and without
movcable wicket gates,
opcratingas pumps;
(c) reversible hydraulic
machines with fixed blade
impcllers and with moveable
wicket gate, operating as
pumps;
(d) reversible hydraulic
machines with adjustable
impcller blades and
movcablc wicket gates,
operating as pumps,
and associated equipment.
It also indicates how such
machines and equipment
should be operated and

maintained.
The guide applies to storage
pumps and reversible pumpturbines 01 all types, especially
to large units coupled to
electrical motorgenerators.

A
• Mike Scho/jield who has been
appointed Managing DireL.,or of valve
manufacturers Hattersley Newman
Hendu.
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Electric Heat

S.'••

the choice ofall progressive
Consulting Engineers and Architects
The Heat Pump has already done much to change the face of heating and air-conditioning
systems throughout Europe, where already many thousands have been installed.
Its unique ability to reverse its cycle of operation has made it the most sophisticated,
energy-saving way of both heating and cooling premises. The Heat Pump at night-rate
electricity is unbeatable value at less than 30p per delivered therm. The other advantages
are: ease of installation, low running and maintenance costs.
Now, in Ireland, the Heat Pump has been put to the test and the results speak for themselves.

Dunnes Stores, Limerick

Askeaton Swimming Pool

AIB Office, Blackrock

Better Value Heating:

It's Warm Outside:

At Dunnes, space is at a premium,
controllability and reliability essential.
Three Heat Pumps, installed on the roof,
provide heating and cooling as required.

A single Heat Pump keeps this outdoor
pool at 26°C - warmer than many indoor
pools but costing a lot less (£656 MaySeptember) .

Heat PumpsThe Wise Investment:
In this case six small independent units
provide heating and cooling quietly and
economically.

UNIQUE FEATURES:
One System heating and cooling.
Small package.
Choice of system.
No Flue.
Sizes to suit all needs.
No fuel storage.
Types for all situations.
Why not arrange for an ESB advisor to call and discuss this up-to-the-minute system.
Contact your local ESB District Office or phone 01-765831 Extension 7236.

INSTALL~l[i~'lffi~

•••

Electricity- High on Efficiency- Low on Costs
Enquiry Code No. 5

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1985
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Shy On Compensation Money
It has been claimed that the
Government is over £40 million shy in
its compensation for gas users forced to
convert to another energy form when
Northern Ireland's gas industry closes.
The claim comes from the Gas
Industry Joint Working Group in
orthern Ireland, a body made up of
unions and employers in the industry.
The claim is one of the latest in the
war of words over the closure of the
industry. Laurence Pimley is
Secretary of the Working Group and
he made the claim recently to focus
attention on what he believes is the
Government's attitude to seeking
alternatives to the problem.
"This enormous shortfall in
compensation is not only to save
money. The Government also knows
that the higher the cost of closure is
known to be, the stronger is the case
for providing Northern Ireland homes
with the same access to natural gas as
is enjoyed everywhere else in the
United Kingdom". He added, "It is
bad enough that we are facing the
totally unnecessary danger of being
the only part of Western Europe
without gas".
The Group has now written to
District Councils throughout
Northern Ireland outlining their case
and asking them to press the
Government to try to provide natural
gas or more expenses for consumers.
But some critics have already
predicted that, while the subject of gas
will take up a lot of column inches of
Council reports in the press next
month, the Council Chambers
themselves will only be filled with hot
air. Faced with the closure of the gas
industry last year, several politicians
saw the issue as a political one and
were not too keen on "Green"
Kinsale gas, they point out.
Mr Pimley has greater hopes: "We
would hope that the councils will do
what they can to persuade the
Government to provide full assistance
to consumers and to do anything
possible to bring natural gas here
before irreversible steps are taken to
close the industry" he admits. So what
are the chances? It does not look
good. The Government's view on

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss10/1
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• Dr Rhodes Boyson.

keeping the gas industry open or on
providing Kinsale Gas was a simple
one - -they could not anord it.
On the Kinsale plan, Industry
Minister Or Rhodes Boyson said:
"We considered it to be totally nonviable because marketed with the
price of heavy fuel oil in the Republic,
it would mean the price oJ gas in
Northern Ireland would be between
30% and 50% higher than coal. The
rescue plan would have cost the
Government £70 million at lea~t in
terms ot guarantees and we would
have to write it off at the end of three
or lour years," he explained.
Councillor Billy Bell was Chairman
of the Gas Committee through the
negotiations with the Government.
From his observations, it seemed that
the Government was more than
determined in its aims. This was
particularly clear when discussing the
Kinsale project. "We would like to
have carried on to the second stage of
the plan - to negotiate the price to be
paid for natural gas and to talk to
industrial bankers in Europe - - but
these people would not talk to us
unless the Government is behind the
scheme. The plan is dead," he
maintains.
Consequently, the future looks
bleak. The abandonment of the
Kinsale project means the loss of the

North's 1,000 jobs in the gas industry.
Belfast was one of the first cities in the
United Kingdom to have gas. It was
also one of the first to build a naphtha
feedstock plant. It is now likely to be
the first city of its size to snuff out its
supply of mains gas. In Belfast alone
this will have a very serious affect.
More than 65,000 consumers in the
greater city area will be affected as
well as others in the big Northern
towns, such as Newtownards, Bango ,
Lisburn, Carrickfergus and
Ballymena.
And although the domestic market
is believed to be larger than the
industrial one, concerns such as
Harland and Wolff', Shorts, Mackies,
Hughes Tool Company and Queens
University will be affected. So too will
the smaller concerns, such as the host
of local bakeries, as will the hospitals.
The alternatives are few as
orthern Ireland is not the ideal area
to promote its own energy, as Or.
Rhodes Boyson observed at the time:
"1 wish we had a gas field off the coast
here but, like every housewife who ha~
to balance her books on a Friday, I
have to balance the Government
books too."
Is there a possibility of the
'housewile' taking her custom
elsewhere? Boyd Black, an economies
lecturer at the affected Queens
University, called on the Government
to instruct the British Gas
Corporation to provide gas to the
Province: "We believe that the British
Gas Corporation should be forced to
take full responsibility for providing
ga in Northern Ireland on the same
terms as in the rest of Great Britain.
"This would mean the provision of
gas in Northern Ireland which would
not be coming out of the Province's
block grant," he suggested.
Another alternativ~ that has been
talked of is to rescue the industry by
going back to produce the ga from
coal or that much talked-about lignite
being mined in Crumlin, County
Antrim. The problem with this is that
it would have high capital costs and
be a very labour-intensive industry.
The lignite mining in County Antrim
is one of the Province's attempt to
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CHARTERED INSTITUTION OF
BUILDING SERVICES ENGINEERS

CIBSE

The Chartered Institution of Building
Services Engineers

....J

(Republic of Ireland Branch)

PROGRAMME 1985/1986

DATE

VENUE

ACTIVITY

Thursday
26.9.85

Federation House,
C.I.F. Headquarters

CONTRACTORS NIGHT: An informal start to our "Tech Eh-eningS" with a
debate on the theme "That Consultants are not fair to Con actors"
proposed by the Contractors and opposed by the Consultants. Watch out
for announcement as to who the speakers are !!!

Monday
14.10.85

John Player Theatre,
Dublin.

LADIES NIGHT: Following the sell-out of last years visit to the John Player
Theatre, we return this year for our Ladies to a show called "Promises,
Promises." Neil Simon (The Odd Couple) Burt Bacharach (well known
composer) and Hal Prince (many Broadway Productions) have made this
a classic. Wine reception before curtain-up. See You There.

Friday
18.10.85

Limerick

REGIONAL TECH VISIT: This years Regional Tech. visit will be to
Limerick with a paper on Friday night and a visit to the Wilo fatory on
Saturday morning .

Friday
8.11.85

Trinity College

ANNUAL DINNER: A change of venue to the "hallowed cloisters" of
Trinity College should avoid the overcrowding which has been the only
flaw in our recent Annual Dinners. We look forward to a most enjoyable
evening in these new surroundings and to increased support to take up
the larger space. (Remember Trinity is the venue for our CIBSEIASHRAE
Conference in 1986).

Thursday
28.11.85

Engineers Club, Dublin

LIGHTING EVENING: A paper on "Lighting for the '90's" presented and
sponsored by Mentor Engineering should guarantee the usual "full house"
for our Lighters

Thursday
5.12.85

Deer Park
Restaurant,
Dublin

CELEBRITY LUNCH: After the success of last year's Celebrity Lunch,
despite the non-appearance of the celebrity, this year we can guarantee
the presence of one of our own, who will have some stories to tell after
many years in our Industry. Watch out for later bulletins.

Thursday
16.1.86

College of Technology,
Bolton Street.

CLEAN ROOMS: ThiS paper will be presented by BEMRA and will be a
further and more detailed paper to that presented last year. A capacity
audience is expected, hence the change of venue to Bolton Street., where
we have been received most hospitably in the past.

Thursday
30.1.86

College of Technology,
Bolton Street.

RECONAIR AWARDS: This new award, spon, ored by Reconair, for a
paper with a com puter baSIS, be it hardwre or software, allows us to further
encourage our students towards Building Services. The three final papers
will be presented and the awards announced and presented.

Thursday
13.2.86

Engineers Club
Dublin.

HALF DAY SEMINAR: Theme "Lighting for Recreation." We join with GEC
in their celebrating the centenary of their company with this half-day
seminar. The theme itself is of great interest and this should prove a most
benefiCial event.

Thursday
20.3.86

Engineers Club
Dublin

LEISURE CENTRES: Mr. Merven Elder, Director of Leisure Services for the
Belfast City Council has agreed to present a paper on his experiences with
Leisure Centres from 1970 to the present date. This will be a most
comprehensive and informative presentation which should be of interest
to all.

Thursday
10.4.86

College of Technology.
Bolton Street.

CIBSElTCS ANNUAL STUDENT AWARDS: The continued high
standard achieved by our students is reflected in these awards. The venue
has been changed to allow the students feel more at home and to
acknowledge the superb job being done at Bolton Street for our students
and our industry.

Thursday
8.5.86

Engineers Club
Dublin

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING FOLLOWED BY NATIONAL
ENGINEERING STANDARDS: David Russell, past Chairman CIBSE has
agreed to present a paper on the "National Engineering Specification"
which will be published in mid-1986 and will comprise a data base of
clauses from which job specifications can be assembled.

Hermitage
Golf Club

ANNUAL GOLF OUTING: We return to our traditional Spring schedule
and anticipate capacity participation by members, their ladies and friends.

-

~

Friday
23.5.86
For further details contact:

Paddy Clonan, Chairman 373637
Hugh Momo, Vice Chairman 684736
Greg1985
Traynor, Hon. Treasurer 765012
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin,

Michael Buckley Hon Secretary 300844
George O'Neill Lighting Representative on
Lighting Division Council.
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produce another form of energy.
Oil has been mined for in County
Fermanagh and across the border intc
County Cavan. Those working on the
project admit it to be a risky business
and a long term one. It is also an
expensive one - - somewhere in the
region of £8,000 a day.
Given that the piped gas industry is
on the way out and that we are not to
have any new natural resource, the
Northern Ireland options are lew.
Domestic users are likely to opt Jor
solid Juel, electricity or bottled gas.
Which ever they go for, the
Government are likely to help with
only the cheapest alternative.
However, Dr. Boyson has made some
promises and suggested that there wit
be a certain amount oJ discretion
involved. "The least cost alternative
must be workable for the individual.
It would be no use installing
equipment which an old couple, tor
example, could not work. Decisions
will be based on human need."
I stress that arrangements 10r the
payment under the gas conversion
assistance will be comprehensive and
l1exible. We are going to discuss
arrangements Jor this conversion
assistance scheme with Age Concern
and with other groups which have in
mind consumers, particular groups
such as the elderly and those who are
dependentonga~'added

Government Minister Lord Lyell.
The Gas Conversion Scheme lor
domestic users will carelully monitor
the actual work that will be carried
out. Consumers having the least cost
conversion done will have to provide
evidence that the work was carried
out by qualified contractors when
they are converting to bottled gas;
where rewiring work is required or
when a solid luel central heating
system is being installed similar
controls will be in Jorce.
Evidence that qualitied contractors
have done the work is not likely to be
required Jor other conversions or
replacement work.
Regarding electricity, the Northern
Ireland Office is likely to recommend
electricians who are members oJ the
Electrical Contractors Association or
of the National Inspection Council for
Electrical Installation Contracting in
their literature to the public.
For bottled gas it will be those
contractors who are authorised by
one of the companies in the Liquid
Petroleum Gas Association. These are
Calor/Kosangas, Ergas and Flo-gas.
Solid fuel will be worked through
the Coal Advisory Service no doubt.
The grant can be paid directly to
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss10/1
the contractor on the request of the
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user but, if the contractor agrees to
this, he should not require any
deposit, consumers are being advised.
But that still leaves a range of
unanswered questions. What about the
problems faced by hospitals and the
like presently using town gas? And
privately, some Housing Executive
staff are wondering will the
authorities such as the Coal Service
and the Electricity Board have the
same emergency services as the Gas
Board operated.
1 hese are questions which will have
to be answered soon. A closing down
operation has never been tackled on
such a scale before. Bellast alone is an
underground maze of pipes and
tubing. The supply would be closed
on to consumers in a certain sector at
a time and then an inert gas injected

into the pipe work in that sector. This
would l1ush out any gas and remove
any oxygen. A sector will be valved
off and made gas-tight. Then nitrogen
will be introduced to blowout the gas
at the other side. As an additional
safety precaution, foam may be blown
down from the consumers end.
But when is this all likely to
happen? Bob Anderson is the Chief
Engineer. "Starting now it would take
about three years to complete. The
best time to get to work is in the
summer when the demand is low so I
think it is most likely to begin next
spring il the system is to be run
down," he explained.
So, while it looks like the end of the
piped gas industry, it will be a busy
time in the future for other forms oJ
heating.

The Case For Multi-Fuel Heaters
Do multi-Juel heaters work and iJ
so how success Iully?
It seems that many oJ the heating
and ventilation lirms in the country
may be Jaced with the question when
they are visited by a representative
lrom A J Wells and Son who make a
range oJ stoves which are claimed to
do just that.
1 hese ~to"es arc sold under the
brand name Carnwood. The
Hallynahinch lirm 01 Spa Stoves are
the sole agents lor the range in
Ireland.
1 he lirm make big issue 01 the lact
that the range 01 1ivestoves cannot only
do this but that it is possible to convert
their stoves Jrom coal burning to
'Wood burning at the turn 01 a knob.
That IS qUite a claim when you
consider the problem. To burn coal
wood a lIat surlace is needed with a
build up 01 an a h bed and air coming
lrom across the lire. Hut this flat
>urface and build up 01 ash will not
work lor a fire.
So how is it possible? The answer is
Simple, as Phitip Wells demonstrated
recently when hc was in orthern
Ireland.
"Our answer is in the new grate we
Jse. When it IS positioned for wood it
is a Ilat surlace but you just t urn a
knob on the out~ide 01 the stove and
that flat surJace, which was bars
,lotted together, separates and
becomes like a conventional grate,"
he explained.
This grate could be compared to a
set of horizontal iron blinds. When
they are closed the wood burns, when

they are open the coal burns.
"You don't even have to open the
stove doors. It can even be done while
there is a fire on in the stove," beamed
Philip.
One man who has been convinced IS
Des Fitzsimons from Spa Stoves and
himsell a past member oJ the trade
itsell.
So too have the British Standards
Authority, the Domestic Solid Fuel
Appliance Approval Scheme and the
National Coal Board Laboratories.
1 he Coal Advisory Hoard have also
taken the range onboard and
introduced them to the consumer
direct. The range starts at 1:430 and
goes up to £625.
They also seemed to have passed
that most din icult 01 tests - -cu 'tomer
appeal. A~ with the Illulti-Iuel
problem, Carnwood haved laced this
problem in a simple 'Way - cater lor as
many tastes as possible.
In the range yOU can have a stove
that is lulllree-slanding or partially
recessed. (there is even a small one
wh ich 1its into the standa rd 16"
lireplace opening.) You ean have one
with a pre-filled boiler or without,
you can add your own domestic boiler
later; you can have a stove that heats
up to ten radiators; you can choose to
open the door and have a 'real lire'
and there is a choice 01 colours.
It is a safe policy - either the
customer knows exactly what he
wants; has not the slightest idea what
he wants or is some way between the
two. It is a highly sophisticated piece
01 equipment for the person who
knows what they are about. And yet
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at the same time it has that appealing,
almost rustic look, which will attract
many customers initially.
According to Philip the range of

stoves have been selling very well
since they went on the market here.
Like hot cakes in fact.

What has Happened to the
Domestic Heating Trade?
To many the question which has been
posed would draw the answer - nothing, why do you ask? Those of us
who have been in the trade for some
time remember the fun and initiative
which pervaded the sixties.
It was during the mid sixties that
domestic heating took off with all

sorts of diverse interests competing
for the business. The major
promotions came from the oil
companies who spent many millions
of pounds to convince the public that
they could produce the best package.
It can be said that it was the efforts of
the oil companies, on which the

• Desmond Fitzsimons; Spa Steves, Ballynahinch with Phi/ip Wells; Director, Cha,."wood Stoves';
Lindsay Skinner; Promotions Manager, Coal Advisory Service; Michael Crethers; Sales Distributions
Manager, Coal Advisory Service; and John Wells, Director, Charnwood Stoves.

• A selection oj the stoves in the Charnwood range sold in Ireland through Spa Stoves ojBallynahinch.
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domestic heating was based.
Following the success of the oil
companies, the coal industry and then
the gas industry took up the
challenge. The three fuels led the
competition, offering all sorts of
enticements, such as easy payments,
free first supply of fuel, free holidays
etc. Massive advertising campaigns in
the press, radio and television,
declared the advantages and
cheapness of a particular fuel.
Having attacked the public, the fuel
organisations then decided to start on
the installers and outside every
plumbers premises there appeared the
magic words "appointed installer".
Indeed, some installers collected such
signs as a small boy collects lapel
badges.
The contracting trade then found
that there was a big market and they
started to devise their own individual
gimmicks. The one day installation;
the fixed price; the boiler and six
radiator package; 'free insulation
included', are all examples of the
special offers which were
circulated.When we ask what has
happened to the trade, we ask what
happened all this initiative, the
excitement and the intensity of the
competition?
Promotion seems to have been left
to the Coal Advisory Service, who
have never slackened, either in their
efforts or their promotion. Their
continued success justifies their
efforts. During the year the Electricity
Services does promote its efforts but
unfortunately electric heating has not
yet become a first option.
The oil companies just about
register their interest and as for the
contractors and equipment suppliers,
all, but one or two, make little or no
effort to promote their product If the
domestic heating industry is to
progress it must, as an industry, show
some initiative.
The public are no longer choosing;
what they will have the developer or
contractor is choosing for them.
Under such conditions of sale there is
an opening for someone with
enterprise to start a sixties type
operation. For example, the
successful"Miss 1970s" campaign
comes to mind. Why not a Miss 1990's
or "Space Heating for the Space Age"
to commence a modern type launch.
If heating is marketed in an exciting
and futuristic manner, all sections of
the trade will benefit. New users will
buy more sophisticated systems.
Systems of the sixties could be largely
replaced and the industry would once
again find its way to be a leader in the
market place.
15
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B LDING
AUTOMATION
SYSTEMS

UNTIL the introduction of the
micro-computer into the
control and monitoring of
building services, automatic
energy control systems
consisted of comparatively
simple arrangements of
pneumatic of electrical devices.
The advent of computer
controlled Building Management Systems (BMSs) has
produced a fast, reliable means
of controlling a wide range of
building services such as
lighting, heating, refrigeration,
ventilation, fire detection and
security in one or more
buildings.
Capital outlay can range from
£20,000 to £300,000, depending
on size and complexity.
Suppliers of BMS are legion, as
are the range of equipment and
solutions.
Detailed examination of
existing services, energy
conservation methods, insulation
standards and maintenance
attitudes should be undertaken
before considering the
installationsofBMS. Itmaywell
be considered that money
should be spent improving any
or all of these before embarking
on the installation of a BM S. In
any event, the approach should
be ordered and each step
carefully considered with regard
to costs and returns.
A BMS can otTer a wide range
of control and monitoring:Energy management; Equipment Monitoring; Security
management; Fire management;
Process control etc.
Of these, energy management
is usually the area where savings
can be most easily calculated
and a pay-back period
established. The other areas of
monitoring and data collection
will reduce costs for general
administration and maintenance
of services, however savings are
usually difficult to quantify.

such a
Automatic load
resetting; Optimum start/stop;
Programmed start/stop;
Maximum demand control;
Enthalpy control; Lighting
Control; Boiler sequencing;
Chiller optimisation etc.
Careful design of BMS and
services can result in substantial
energy savings. Pay-back
periods of two to three years are
claimed for installations where
results have been checked
against historical fuel cost
information.
It should be pointed out, as a
note of caution, that the most
sophisticated and costly BMS
cannot reach its full potential
unless existing or new services
installations have been arranged
to utilise the tight control of
energy u age provided by BMS.
(1) Data Collectors (Sensors/
Transducers): Th~se are the eyes
of the system which, can only
function to the degree of
accuracy consistent with
inlormation supplied by the
sensor. Good quality components
are essential. Correct siting is
most important. Of all the items
these are the most prone to
malfunction and require regular
calibration and attention.
(2) Data processors: These
collect and collate information
from sensors into a format
which can be accepted by the
computer. They also perform
the reverse role between
computer and actuators. They
are usually located local to the
process to reduce the amount of
hard-wiring between sensors
and actuators.

(3) Computer: Computer power,
micro, mini or main frame,
depending on the size ofsystem,
may be located at a central
position serving an entire
building complex or throogh
modems, a number of building
sites. (Central System);
Energy Management: Building
Computing power may be
Management Systems are
shared between a central unit
capable of carrying out complex
and microprocessors serving
various zones throughout a
energy management programmes
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss10/1
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by Tony 'ngram, VMRA.
building complex. In this case
the local units will perform the
constant monitoring and
control of zones with overall
management of the system
carried out by the central
computer. (Distribution
systems).
(4) Operators 1/0 Devices: This
equipment is required to
interface between the operator
and system. They comprise
VDU, Printer and Keyboard.
On large installations a number
of these may be provided
throughout a complex with
varying degrees of access.
Through these devices the
operator can monitor, issue
commands or re-programme.
Local or portable keyboards
provide access to microprocessors
on distributed systems.
(5) Communications Links (Data
Bus): This element constitutes
the link between the central
computer and outstations or
data gathering panels. They
usually take the form of a
twisted wire conductor.
Modems are sometimes used to
communicate, through the
public telephone network, with
outstations located olT site.
Power lines can also be used for
this purpose by means of
transmitter/receiver and
multiplexing equipment. This
latter technique is not yet widely
used.
(6) Actuators: It is through these
devices, motorised valves,
dampers, switches, relays etc.,
that the BMS exercises control.
As with the sensors these items
are hard wired to the local data
processors.
(7) Software Package: This is the
list of instructions (Programme)
required to operate the system.
The versatility of the system,
from the users point of view, is
dictated by the amount of
Random Access Memory (RAM)
available for programming and
this aspect requires careful

consideration. Software
packages are developed by the
supplier for the specific project.
Suppliers offer a wide range of
equipment and techniques to
satisfy the requirements under
the foregoing headings.
Hardware components are
usually selected from establishe
computer or control manufacturers ranges, Software,
outstations and data collecting
panels being special to a
particular BMS supplier.
Most systems are of a
modular configuration and can
be extended over a period of
time up to the maximum
capacity of the computer.
Some suppliers can offer
actuators and sensors with inbuilt micro-processors capable
of communicating directly with
outstations orcentral computer.
]n this case hardwiring to these
components is replaced by a
single pair of twisted wire
conductors run in the form of a
loop with the various
components connected to it.
Very often independent stand
alone systems are installed (n
necessarily by the BM~·
supplied) for fire alarm,
security, light switching, lifts,
etc. In this case the BMS may be
used to provide a monitoring
function through communication links between the BMS
and master panels associated
with the stand alone systems.

Implementation:
There are two clear stages in the
process of implementation:(a) Audit and Evaluate;
(b) Install and verify.
Audit and Evaluate: This is an
essential part of the process. All
data concerning the energy use
of the building(s) should be
collected in order to establish
the scope and range of energy
consumption and therefore the
type of control system required.
This will apply equally well to
retrofit and new buildings.
An investigation should be
carried out in the form of a
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question/answer exercise with
the Clients to esta blish the
degree of services monitoring
required.
It will also be necessary to
discuss, with the Clients the
degree of involvement of their
maintenance personnel. It will
be necessary to emphasise that
the successful implementation
ofa system will involve a serious
commitment from managers
and maintenance personnel.
On completion of the data
collecting/energy audit a report
will be required detailing the
recommendations for a system.
This should include budget costs
and estimated savings. On the
basis of this a decision can be
made as to the extent of the
system and the pay-back period.
Following this a specification
nd tender documents will be
quired. Because of the variety
of equipment and solutions
offered by various suppliers this
will most li kely take the form of
a performance specification
with specified material and
installation standards. The
following points are worth
noting when preparing a
specification:
(I) Avoid split responsibility;

(2) Tenderer should be fully
responsible for the software
package;
(3) Tender should include for
testing, commissioning,
setting to work and for
verifying and training staff;
(4) State the items of computer
hardware required ie CPU,
VDU, printer memory
storage, colour graphics, etc;
(5) State any security access
required.
(6) State details of existing
equipment which requires
interfacing with the system;
(7) Stage future
required;

expansion

(8) Specify non-volatile computer
memory;
(9) State requirements for
maintenance and operation
manuals, drawings and
schedules of codes;
(IO~tate

requirements
training operators and
some degree of
programming after
system is set up;

for
for
rethe

(ll) Tendered to state the
availability of replacement
parts for immediate delivery
and the degree of after sales
service offered;

(12)

State responsibility for
lield wiring;

(13) Tendered to state the degree
of protection against
electrical interference from
outside sources for the
particular system offered;
(14) Tenderer to state the costs
for a maintenance contract
detailing the number ofvisits
covered and materials
supplied under the costs;
(15) Tenderer to sta te the
ownership and rights of the
purchaser to the software
package.
Assessing tenders can be a
daunting task due to the variety
of solutions available and
different approaches taken by
various suppliers. The
specification and contract
conditions should be discussed
in detail with the proposed
supplier before an order is
placed. Misinterpretation of the
specification standards or items

such as special wIrIng
requirements may not be
included or budgeted for.
Install and Verify: During
installation the clients
representatives must ensure that
the standards laid down in the
specification are adhered to.
Particular attention should be
paid to locating panels and
communication cables in
relation to outside electrical
interference, and clean dry
conditions. Sensors should be
placed in the mostadvantageous
positions to ensure good
feedback to the BMS.
It is advisable that the clients
technical personnel get involved
at this stage to prepare the way
for commissioning, hand over
and training.
The process of commissioning,
verifying and de-bugging can be
a lengthy business and sufficient
time should be allocated in the
programme of work for this
activity. This should be carried
out in a thorough systematic
way. All results should be
documented and the clients
personel must be fully involved
at this stage.
When the system is fully
commissioned the supplier will
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I.G.M.S. LTD.
COMBUSTION ENGINEERS

TRINITY HOUSE
36/39 MOSS STREET,
DUBLIN 2.
TEL: 772172.

DESIGN, INSTALLATION, COMMISSION AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES
GAS AND OIL
Since we first wrote about IGMS Ltd. two and a half years ago, the
company has vastly expanded its capability from the provision of
services for the maintenance of boiler plant to include a full design,
installation and maintenance service for both the mechanical and
electrical requirement.
In tandem with this expansion, the company has also moved to
new premises at Trinity House, 36/39 Moss Street, Dublin 2.
Intially started by Managing Director Tommy Byrne, IGMS Ltd.
now employs seven people including office staff and contract
and maintenance engineers.
With the recent upsurge in gas conversions over the past 18
months, IGMS has made a significant contribution to the overall
programme. Tommy Byrne has also given technical lectures on
gas combustion equipment to AnCO, The Institute of Plumbing,
New Dublin Gas and a number of independent contractors.
Apart from small industrial gas conversion contracts, IGMS has
been responsible for a number of major contracts, the first one
being the complete design and installation of both themechanical
and electrical services of a large industrial unit in Tallaght.
This was followed by the conversion of the large steam boiler at
Wallpalmur Ireland. Most of the work was c?' 'ied out during the
Christmas shutdown at the plantlofacilitatetheclient'swish not to
interfere with production.
IGMS have also successfully completed the installation of anew
gas mains and associated conversion work inclUding two of the
three Danstoker boilers at Dun Laoghaire Shopping Centre.

Considering that the boiler house is on the roof - a vertical height
of over 100 It - and consequently involved over 250 ft of 6"
pipework, the complexity of the problem facing IGMS can be
gauged. Additionally, installation had to be achieed with the
minimum of disruption to the day-to-day running of the Centre.
The boiler house installation comprised two Nuway NG65s,
each incorporating a nuway GB 3500 gas booster set, with the
facility for a third unit to be added at a later stage.
Currently IGMS Ltd. has two very large contracts underway. The
first is Wimpey Ireland's new Henry Street office/restaurant
headquarters in Dublin where they are responsible for the
complete mechanical installation, including all gas kitchen
services and a gas-fired boiler for the domestic water and air
handling units. This work is being acrried out on behalf of
architects to the project, Douglas Wall ace.
The second is the Knorr CPC Ireland factory complex in Davit!
Road, Inchicore, Dublin. Here IGMS is responsible for the design
and installation of all the mechanical, electrical and associated
civil works. Included is a new 4 million Btu Allan Ygnis package
boiler incorporating a Weishaupt duel-fired boiler; a new boiler
house installation; and upgrading of the existing factory/office
heating services. The boiler house control incorporates the
sophisticated Optimiser energy control package.
OTHER COMPLETED PROJECTS: Gas conversion of Dublin
Zoological Gardens; Independent Newspapers Gas Conversion;
C/onskea Hospital (one unit); lA WS: .... etc., etc.
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HevacUmited

HU--WA!I

Series NG fully automatic gas burners

* Quality
* Reliability
* Efficiency

* Performance
* Confidence
* Energy Saving

Hevac Ltd., the specialists in gas conversion equipment. Suppliers of Nu-Way
gas burners to Dun Laoghaire Shopping Centre.

HEVAC LIMITED, L1STER COMPLEX, BALLYMOUNT ROAD, CLONDALKIN,
CO. DUBLIN. TEL: 519411. CORK TEL: (021) 500166.
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be required to carry out a
training programme.
This should incl ude a number
of refresher sessions extending
into the period when the
building is handed over and
operational. During this time it
may be necessary to carry out
alterations to the system
programme, a type of fine
tuning. All of the foregoing
should be included in the
suppliers tender.
When all of the suppliers
contractual obligations have
been fulfilled the Client should
enter into a maintenance
contract for the upkeep of the
system. The terms and costs of
this should be established when
assessing tenders.
Maintenance costs for BMS
can be high and 20-25%/annum
of capital costs are not
uncommon.
Agreements should indicate
the number of visits, call-outs
and materials included.
Technology for BMSs is well
proven and can be shown to be
effective in reducing administration, maintenance and
energy costs. BMSs 'are tailor
made' for particular applications
and the correct selection of a
suitable system is critical.
An initial survey and
appraisal of existing services,
maintenance procedures and
attitudes is most important
before BMS is considered.
Yery often it will be best to
embark on a modest scheme at
the outset covering the areas
where the shortest pay-back can
be realised and to extend the
system in stages. This will also
give the operators time to adapt
to the new technology.
Back-up and after sales
service are of prime importance
when selecting a supplied and
should be sorted out at tender
stage.
REFERENCES
(I)CIBSE Application ManualAutomatic Controls;
(2) BSRIA - Technical ote
TN/82 'Building Automation
Systems;
(3) Energy Manager's Workbook
British Institute of
Management and Department
of Energy
Energy
Publications (Cambridge).

W LKER/CARR
Walker Air Conditioning are
celebrating 21 years in the
Building Services industry as
Carrier distributors - the only
company in Ireland to have
served so long in this business
sector. The secret of Walker's
success, according to Managing
Director, Jim Anderson, is
employing experienced, welltrained management and staff,
and supplying top-quality
equipment manufactured by a
wide range of international
companies with some of the best
reputations in the industry.
In
1964, Walker were
appointed sole distributors in
Ireland for Carrier Air
Conditioning, the US-based
world market-leader in air
conditioning equipment.
Subsequently, a sales agreement
was formalised with Liebert
Ltd, market-leaders in
environmental air conditioning
and power support systems lor
computer rooms, who have
manulacturing facilities in
Cork.
Walker's other established
distributors in Ireland include
Yokes air filters, Heenan Marley
cooling towers, Condair
humidifiers, Girdlestone
Pumps, Searle and Prestcold
refrigeration equipment and,
for projects with ultra-high
design and quality specifications,
Holland Heating air handling
units.
This vast range gives Walker
the tlexibility to ensure that they
can always select the ideal
product for any contract.
Moreover, the experience and
resources of these multinational
manufacturers, combined with
Walker's own expertise and
knowledge of local market
requirements, provides a truly
comprehensive service, in which
the client can have every
confidence.
Following Walker's 21 years
in business, 1984/85 proved
another turning point and the
company showed excellent
trading results up 38% on
1983/84 and closing a total
order book in excess of £10
million. This was a remarkable
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• Jim Anderson, Managing Director, WA C Ltd.

achievement when reviewed
against the recession in which
industry finds itself.
Walker has again set its sights
high for 1985/86 and are aiming
to achieve a further 33% growth
over 1984/85. To achieve this,
the company has increased its
sales team by a further eight
sales engineers distributed

~

• Tony Madden, Fieli
Manager, HRP Walker.

Sale,-

throughout their various
offices.
The considerable profits
which have resulted from this
successful operation have been
ploughed back into the
company to finance not only
geographical expansion into
Scotland and England but also
integration in Ireland, by setting
up HRP Walker and WAC
Chesterton to serve the needs of
the industrial end-user market.
In addition, despite unfavourable tax levies and an uneasy
political environment, Walker
have succeeded in increasing
their share of the export market
in Europe and the Middle East.
Pre-sales organisation - When
Walker Air Conditioning are
asked to submit a quotation on a
project, they begin with an
advantage. They have accumulated a vast amount of detailed
selection data which enables
them to produce accurate
certified drawings at an early
stage, taking into account
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IERCELE
YEARS
layout, space and structured
requirements for the equipment
selected.
Unlike the smaller manufacturer, drawings are immediately
available for every piece of
uipment, together with a
recommended spares list.
Furthermore, Walker have a
computerised selection facility
which allows various capacity
options and energy im plications
to be researched easily and
quickly. Computer printouts
are produced for comparison,
and the optimum selection is
therefore ensured.
A wide range of products
gives Walker the flexibility to
select the correct unit for any

given project, and they have
never found the need to adapt
equipment not specifically
designed for the job in hand.
Carrier's product range includes
air conditioning units - from
half-ton computer room units,
through split systems to a
complete range of packaged
units -and liquid chiller, from
small air-cooled units to multiton capacity centrifugal and
absorption chillers.
The two main areas where
Walker offer non-Carrier
products are in computer room
air conditioning and power
support installations, where
Liebert units are used, and for
projects specifying air handling

TE21
• Stewart Roche,
Director, W A C Ltd.

units with other special design
and performance criteria.
Holland Heating supply the
ideal product.
Fast movement within the
high-technology industries
which dominate Irish manufacture, demands a quick response
from suppliers of essential
ancilliary building services

• Gerry Ross, Adrian Cook, Paul Donovan and Michael Buckley (Director), Sales Team, WA C Ltd.
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• John Casey, Branch Manager,
WAC Chesterron.

equipment. The ability to
deliver ex-stock specialist
environmental control installations also can be of paramount
importance. Walker's equipment manufacturers have
exterysive production facilities in
Europe and they are therefore
able to guarantee short leadtimes and prompt delivery of the
most technologically advanced
and precision engineered
equipment which meets the
specifications.
All Walker's equipment
manufacturers have the highest
quality control standards and
their sophisticated productionline facilities mean that WAC
can give delivery dates with total
confidence. Their manufacturers
are not committed to
completing existing orders
before proceeding with new
ones, nor are they dependent on
parts suppliers. They have
greater purchasing power than
many of their competitors and
have the capacity to hold
adequate stocks.
Each of Walker's multinational manufacturers have
excellent
research and
development facilities. Clients
can be assured they are installing
the most advanced products on
the market, all of which have
been fully tested and approved.
Smaller manufacturers may be
forced, through lack of
investment, 10 merely follow
other companies' innovations,
and may therefore be marketing
equipment which has already
been superceded. WAC
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manufacturers, on the other
hand, spend vast sums of money
on developing· new products,
and the equipment offered by
WAC has always the leading
edge, particularly in the field of
energy conservation.
A prime example is the VA V
system which was pioneered
internationally by the Carrier
Corporation, a development of
which was a significant
breakthrough in energy
conservation for commercial
installations. More recently the
development of their 'Flotronic'
refrigeration metering device
for liquid chillers has kept
Carrier In the forefront,
particularly with regard to
achieving economical part load
energy consumption of liquid
chillers. Carrier's new range of
30GB series air cooled liquid
chillers further typifies the
results of major investment in
research and development to
produce even lower kw/ton
power consumption.
Jim Anderson believes that
specifier, engineer, installer and
end user alike can share his
absolute confidence in the
products and service of
Walker's manufacturers upon
which his company's reputation
has been based for the past 21
years.
After-sales service - The man
within the Walker organisation
who is charged with the
responsibility for sales and
installation supervision is
Project Manager, Tom
McDonnel1. Tom has been with
the company since I973and he is
primarily concerned with
checking installations and
commissioning equipment. Jim
Anderson, Chairman of WAC,
regards Tom as "protector" of

both Walker's reputation and
the client's interest, at one and
the same time.
Tom obviously enjoys
working for WAC, and
appreciates the benefits of their
association with such reputable
suppliers. As he says, his job is
made that much easier because
he knows there will be no nasty
shocks when the equipment
arrives on site. The dimensions,
weight and quality will always
be as stated in the literature from
which it was selected, and it will
arrive on time.
No manufacturer or distributor
could claim that they have never
had a problem with an
application, and when this
occurs on site, it needs to be
solved very quickly indeed.
WAC's own experienced design
and project team can usually
deal with any difficulties which
may arise, but on the rare
occasions when this is not
possible, within a day a team of
specialists from the manufacturers can be on site (at no cost to
the client). The manufacturers
"troubleshooters" besides
being experts on the equipment,
have experience of applications
and installations throughout the
world to dra w, for answers to the
particular problem.
To help the installation so
smoothly Walker's clients are
provided with technical
literature and drawings, at
acknowledgement of order
stage, and subsequently,
installation literature and
technical service bulletins are
provided. These bulletins are the
result of feedback from field
engineers of large manufacturers
such as Carrier, who then
publish information on lield
modifications or improved

STEAM PRODUCTION
AND HEATING EFFICIENCY
START WITH A
ROBEY BOILER
AND GOON AND ON AND 0
•
•
•
•

installation methods for the
benefit of installers.
It is a prime concern of
Walker to honour warranty
commitments, and Jim
Anderson takes personal pride
in ensuring that any mistakes are
correctly and professionally
rectified. If a part is found to be
faulty, and it is not available
from Walker's own extensive
stock of spares, then the
manufacturer will dispatch a
replacement immediately. Here
again Walker have found that
dealing with Carrier and the
other multinational manufacturers has had very obvious
benefits. Equipment and spare
parts are readily available from
the vast European stockholdings
of these companies, and delays.
in delivery are practically nonexistent.
John Merriott is the Service
Manager of Walker Air
Conditioning Ltd and, of
course, works very closely with
Tom McDonnell. As soon as the
plant is commissioned John
Marriott will offer a
maintenance contract on the
installation. In view of the
quality policy of Walker Air
Conditioning and their
suppliers, it is most important
that the plant is maintained and
serviced correctly in order to be
able to honour the excellent
warranty commitment given.
John Marriott runs a full team
of commissioning and service
engineers and one of these
engineers, Stephen Mulvaney, is
now resident in Limerick.
Therefore Walkers are able to
offer a prompt and efficient
response to emergency callouts, and pride themselves in
their ability to respond on a
twenty-four hour basis to their

,,_0

212 Boiler/Generator versions - to suit your specification.
Coal, Gas, Peat, Wood, 0 iIand Waste Heat fi ring systems.
Steam outputs from 1,000 to 60,000 Ibs/hr.
Hot Water Generators giving 5 to 60 milliun BTU's/hr.

S.L. COMBUSTION SERVICES LTD. LAHERDANE, BALLYVDLANE, CORK Tel: 501411
158 CASTLEREAGH RD.. BELFAST BT5 5FT Tel: Belfast 59282
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maintenance contract holders.
A complete training programme
exists for WAC staff in this
respect, and the end user can
also be provided with training in
the proper use of equipment.
Carrier and the other large
manufacturers give ongoing
training to WAC staff in the
form of seminars, slide
presentations, video tapes etc.:
facilities beyond the resources of
the smaller man ufacturer. W AC
service staff are consequently
always kept up-to-date with
even the newest products, and
are completely competent to
maintain equipment in the most
satisfactory condition. Correct
servicing procedures will be
adhered to thereby minimising
failures and ensuring long
trouble-free operation.
Training - The high standar
and comprehensive programme
of training provided by Walker
for their own personnel, clients
and end-users, is a further
rellection of their financial
commitment in Ireland. WAC
have always supported the
Industrial Training scheme,
ANCO, by sending trainees on
their refrigeration courses. The
result is that most WA C service
engineers are time-served
apprentices who have not only
received basic skills trai ning
from this independent body but
also benefited from trai ning and
experience with manufacturers
equipment.
Walker's investment in
training facilities, however,
extends far beyond sending staff
on courses run by oth
organisations. They ar
renowned for their own
expertise in this field,
epitomised by the success of the
Technical Development Pro-

.....~~
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gramme, which has been held
several times in th Kelly Strand
Hotel at Rosslare. These are
seminars for client consulting
engi neers, design contractors
and end users with design
offices.
Many clients have taken
advantage of training and
instruction provided for their
staff on equipment supplied by
Walker. This is arranged on the
clients' own premises and
Customised to their particular
needs.
The most recent training
event was a series of five Liebert
Da ta Centre seminars, the last of
which was held on the 3rd April
in Northern Ireland.
The whole area of advanced
computer support systems is a
ry specialist subject within the
uilding services industry and
Liebert, as market leaders in this
field are a valuable source of
information.
Lie0ert manulacture air and
power conditioning systems to
provide constant monitoring
and control of the environment
and power ~upply in a computer
room or data centre. They offer
a total package lorsimultaneous
conditioning of the environment
by close control of temperature,
humidity and cleanliness.
However, not only are
computers extremely sensitive
to minor climatic changes but
can be adversely affected by
electrical power fluctuations
inherent in the National Grid
system. The effects can be
disastrous to any company
pendent on a computer, at
est causing inexplicable errors
to occur and at worst totallossof
data.
To overcome this problem
Liebert have developed a
Datawave Power Management
Centre which is essentially a
magnetic synthesizer. This uses
the fluctuating incoming power
from the Grid as the energy
source to generate computer
grade balanced single or threephase power to the required
tolerance. This ensures that the
necessary power quality is
available to prevent associated
computer errors occuring.
However, it continual total
current output is the main
requirement then Liebert
recommend their Uninterruptible Power Supply System
be used with battery back-up.
Liebert also explain how to
overcome the problems of

power distribution, security and
fire protection and how to
properly control a data centre
with their centralised monitoring and control systems.
Although Liebert have
manufacturing facilities in Cork
they do not install, commission,

With the sponsorship of J J
Sampson & Son Ltd. the
BTU Golfing Society held its
August Outing in Sutton
Golf Club on 23 August last.
With no encouragement
from the weather, a fantastic
turnout made for a
competitive day's golf and a
very enjoyable aftermath
including a lovely meal and
oh yes, some "light
refreshment".
An exciting climax too, in
the J J Sampson & Son Ltd.,
Matchplay Trophy between
Aubrey Moriarity (Clontarf)
and Eamonn McGrattan
(Clontarf) - "That man
again" - eventually seeing
Aubrey the winner in a
closely fought decider.
Results:
Matchplay Trophy Winner: Aubrey Moriarity
(Clontarf); Runner Up:
Eamonn McGrattan
(Clontarf). Qualifiers
Prize: Michael Curley
(Sutton). Non-qualifiers
Prize: Peter Johnson

service or maintain their
equipment. This is entrusted to
their sole distributors in Ireland
and Scotland, Walker Air
Conditioning.
The next generation of
seminars will take place later in
the year and will cover the

energy management and energy
conservation capabilities of the
Lieben systems. This will
include computer analysis based
on Irish weather data of the
performance of the Liebert
Glycool system.

BTU Golf
Outing at Sutton

• Lefr ro righr: Allbrey Moriariry, winner, J J Sampioll & 5011 Ltd. Marchpla)"
Trophy wirh David Samp!>"on, J J Samp!>"oll & SOli Ird.; and Michael Cllrle)",
Caproin, IJTU (jolfing Sociery.

• Eamollll Mc(jrarron, r",mer-lIp Marchpla)' filial, wirh DIII'id Samp!>"oll, J J
Samp!>"oll & SOli Lrd; alld Michael Cllrle)', Caprain, BTU (jolfillg Sod..,)".

• Frank Lawlor - giving hi!>"
"Blening".
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(Hermitage).
Following the meal David
Sampson thanked the BTU
Golfing Society organisers,
namely Michael Curley
(Captain BTU), Des Gorman
and Eddie Egan which
preceeded the presentation
of prizes performed by
David on behalf of the

Sampson Company. Finally,
David has asked us to
express his sincere thanks
to Tom Scott of Hevac Ltd.
for the excellent
photographs, which show
the participants enjoying the
evening's events coupled
with presentation of prizes.

Paris
Porte de Versailles - FRANCE
Coupon to be returned to:

HVN
PROMOSALONS - FRENCH TRADE EXHIBITIONS
French Embassy - Marine House - Clanwilliam Court
Clanwilliam Place - DUBLIN 2 - Tel.: (01) 612.535
Telex: 25711
Name
Firm
Address

_
~-----

_
I wish to receive:

o Welcome Card-Request CLlMACARTE
o General documentation
o A list of new exhibits
o The official catalogue (mid-October)
Price: 4,2 £ Ir. (postage paid)

I enclose the corresponding remittance.
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• Peter Johnston with Eamonn McGrattan -lining up his next venture - and
Aubrey Moriarity.
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WITH PADDY CLONAN
One year from now, Dublin and the
Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers Republic of Ireland Branch will
be hosting the prestigious ClBSE/ASHRAE
International Conference '86, Irish H&V
News talked to recently elected ClBSE
Chairman and CIBSE/ASHRAE
Conference Subcommittee Chairman
Paddy Clonan.
Are you aware that the ClBSE is only
seven months' old? "Nonsense," you
might say, "theCIBSE has been highly
active for years as was the IHVE before it." In
fact, both statements are correct. The
ClBSE has indeed consistently been one
of the most active building industry
ganisations, maintaining a lively
rogramme of technical evenings, site
visits and social events, but it was only on
13th February 1985 that it finally
acqUired the long-sought "E' and became
the Chartered Institution of Building
Services Engineers, and its members
thus recognised as Chartered Engineers.
Last April, the Republic of Ireland
Branch elected Paddy Clonan as
Chairman for two years, and during his
term of office he hopes to see the status
of the Chartered Buliding Services
Engineer greatly improve within the
industry.
"Apart from coping with the recession,
our biggest problem is the lack of
adequate recognition given to building
services engineers_ On average,
mechanical and electrical installations
account for some 60% of the total
building costs but this is not reflected in
the degree of input or control by
echanical and electrical engineers into
e design process. They tend to be the
last consultant brought in and tend to get
the dirty end of the stick_
"The existing fee structure is crazy. The
services engineer's fee does not cover
the co-ordination of services within a
building and this function therefore
frequently ends up with the subcontractor
to sort out on site, which almost
inevitably leads to on-site and off-site
conflicts. This is one area in which I would
like to see the Association of Chartered
Engineers pressing for change.
"Closely related to this is the 'new', upand-coming subject of quality assurance.
There are currently many grey areas in
quality control and responsibilities at
hand-overs from day one to final
completion. The ClBSE has already
accepted an invitation from the IIRS to
set up a subcommittee to examine these
issues and this will be issuing a report
and recommendations in the future.
"Along with other design professions,
building services engineers have had to
contend with increased professional
indemnity insurance, while public liability
insurance premiums have doubled in the
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past two years and more increases are
expected. Of course, the CIBSE has
some members who work as consulting
engineers and others as subcontractors.
It is to be regretted that quite often one
does not understand sufficiently the role
of the other - there is strength in unity
and we should always be working
together."
The ClBSE has an overall membership
of 11,000 and 200 in the Republic of
Ireland. There are membership grades for
all levels and the availability of
qualification exemptions on courses in
Bolton Street College of Technology
means that most Bolton Street graduates
become ClBSE members. However,
many others may complete engineering
courses in UCD and TCD or undertake
technician courses in Regional Technical
Colleges and end up in building services
while missing out on membership of the
ClBSE. This is a potential area of
recruitment that Paddy aims to see
tackled during his term as Chairman.
The Republic of Ireland Branch has
recently developed a high profile within
the Cl BSE. Over the past year both
Eamon O'Brien and Michael Moloney
were invited to headquarters in London
to explain how their 'action packed'
programmes are organised and the Irish
approach has now been more or less
acepted as the pattern for the whole of
the UK.
In addition, Eoin Kenny was recently
elected Senior Vice-President and will
become President of CIBSE in April 1986
and thus preside over the
CIBSE/ASHRAE Conference being held
in Trinity College Dublin from 14th - 17th
September 1986. The technical sessions
are expected to attract 150-200 delegates
and in adddition there will be forums,
case studies and site visits - probably to

/-- ,,,""--' ......
l

/--,./....

the Beaumont Hospital and St. James's
Hospital Energy Centre.
A series of fund-raising activities will be
held over the coming year up to the
conference and any proposals of
sponsorship from the industry will be
welcomed and actively considered.
Indeed, for manufacturing companies in
Ireland with potential for UK export sales,
sponsorship of the conference could be
of great benefit: the CIBSE are currently
bUilding an Engineering Centre extension
to their headquarters, Delta House in
Balham, south London, and the new
conference facilities could in future be a
useful launching pad for UK promotions.
However, getting back to Paddy
Clonan, his favourite social function in
the year is (many of you will not be
surprised to hear) any golf outing! He
plays off a 10 handicap and is the
current Foursomes Champion in his club
- Clontarf GC - together with Evening
Press iournalist Shay Smith.
His second favourite is Ladies Night at
the John Player Theatre - this year it
takes place on Monday 14th October
with "Promises, Promises" which,
according to Paddy, is "very apt for our
industry!"
The ClBSE programme for 1985/86 is
published elsewhere in this issue and yet
again offers a wide variety of informative
and enjoyable functions. On 13th
February 1986 the ClBSE will bejoining
with GEC in a half-day seminar on
"Lighting for Recreation" to celebrate that
company's centenary. The CIBSE may
not have realised it yet but that day is
also the first anniversary of becoming the
ClBSE. What could be more fitting than
combining 100 years of "Lighting for
Recreation" and a birthday cake with one
candle!
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The British
Pump
Market
1985/86
The 2nd edition of this wellesta blished book is now
available. It is a practical
reference book and buyers'
guide of manufacturers and
suppliers of pumps and
auxiliary equipment currently
available in the UK. It replaces
shelves of pump catalogues and
text books and has a practical
emphasis rather than theoretical.
The British Pump Market is
now well established as the most
up-to-date guide to pumps
available on the British market
and gives users the practical
assistance they require on choice
of pump and auxiliary
equipment such as packings,
couplings, dri ve motors, etc. It is
both a buyers' guide and a
reference work - an aid to
everyone who has technical
problems and wants to know
exactly who supplies what and

from where, in the UK and how
to select a pump for a particular
application.
This is a practical book
designed to provide assistance
on pumps and pumping, it meets
the needs of designers,
engineers, pump mechanics,
operators, purchasing managers
and works managers and many
others).
(Enquiry Code No 57).

Electronic
Sensors
A new leaflet from Ranco
describes their SE l/SE8 range
of electronic sensors designed
for the EE and DE series of
electronic thermostats.
They use NTC or PTC
thermistors and specially
selected components housed in a
variety of packages suitable for
the specified environments and
media.
Normal lead lengths offered
are 2.5m and 6.0m, but other
lengths can be made to order.
(Enquiry Code No. 53).

• Firefly Lo/ine,from Duns/ey.

The 18"
Enterprise
The Dunsley Enterprise has
enjoyed an amazing success
story since its introduction in
1980. Since that time, this high
output complete fire and boiler
unit has been redeveloped and
refined to produce more
efficiency plus a wider colour
choice for the installer and

householder.
Now, following official
testing approval by the
DSFAAS Scheme, Dunsley
announce the launch of the 18"
Enterprise Coalflame unit. As
the name implies, a fire and
boiler unit designed specifically
for coal burning use.
The overall features and look
'of the conventional 18"
Enterprise unit is retained. A
simple conversion plate with
stylish motif is supplied to slot

the biggest range ofventilation in the nation.
QUIET PACK

New from Roof Units Group comes Quiet Pack, a range of
really low-noise level air handling units.
Now system designers and installers who need the benefits of
high performance in areas of demanding sound levels can be
sure that whether it is used in libraries, bungalows or board
rooms, the Quiet Pack will make its presence felt but not heard.
The units are powered by the reliable EBM external rotor
motor which is directly coupled to a factory matched high
efficiency. forward-<:urved centrifugal impeller. A combination
which gives quie~ Virtually vibration free, running
The fans are mounted in double skinned galvanised steel
boxes with an acoustic inner liner and thick insulating sandwich
for complete sound suppression.
And should it ever be necessary, the housing is designed with
a detachable top to give easy access for fan removal or
maintenance.
The four Quiet Pack models are backed up by a complete
range of ancillaries and are available now from the biggest fan
distribution network in the country.

Quiet Pack is a new addition to a range which
indudes centrifugal fans, twin fans, in-line dud fans,
roof extrad units, fume fans, portable coolers, soaker
sheets and heat recovery systems, plus the ultra
modem tough Turbo range of circular
in-line dud fans.

BElfAST ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO. LIMITED (0232)

53329
DUBUN DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED (0001) 720448
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss10/1
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New Products & Literature
neatly behind the firebricks to
complete the conversion.
Outputs for the unit under coal
fire are very good and the
inclusion of this coaltlame
alternative will surely enhance
the strong sales appeal of the
Enterprise range of fires and
boilers.
(Enquiry Code No. 52).

UCC
Multiflow
FIELD REPORTS from UCC
customers world-wide on the
tank-mounted range of "low
profile" suction or return filters
- Multiflow - confirm that
esign and servicing objectives
e being met.
Where spacesavingsand filter
protection are essential-on all
mobile tool power units and 01'1'road equipment such as road
rollers, breakers, earth movers,
fork lifts and agricultural
equipment, the Multillow
comes out on top:Patented 'quick-change'
disposable elements - 25 or 40
micron, Multipass tested to ISO·
4572 standards giving 96.8%
efficiency. Replacement
element always factory clean; 4
Ilow capacities up to 500 I/min,
Mecha nical and electrical (D IN)
condition indicators; Working
temperature - 30°C to + 90°C;
By-pass valve design prevents
damage or collapse of the
element; Crack pressure is 0.2
ar (suction) 2.0 bar (return);
aximum operating pressure Sbar; Port thread options
includes NPT and BSP in '/2'"
'/;' and 11/ ; ' and 2" SAE.
(Enquiry Code No 51).

Pressure
Transmitter
The New Dwyer Model 602-0
differential transmitter can be
field adjusted for full spans from
0.1" to 0.7". Output is a
standard 4-20mA signal and
external supply voltage is less
than 30 volts, either AC or DC.
Combined with a pilot tube, the
Model 602-0 is ideal for sensing
duct air velocity in VAVsystems
for control of variable speed
fans and blowers.
Featuring ± 20/0 accuracy , this
transmitter is highly-resistent to
shock and vibration and can
operate in either current
sourcing or sinking 4-20mA
loop configurations. The Series
602 Transmitters utilize a strain
gage transducer in conjunction
with the proven design of the
Dwyer diaphragm operated
Magnehelic gauge. Additional
ranges up to 20 PISD are
available.
(Enquiry Code No. 55).

Prestair
Split

Export Sales Manager, Stephen
Ayres, and Export Sales
Engineer, David Tay lor were on
hand to demonstrate the
features of the new Pacemaker
Series 3 range, which gives the
choice of seven air conditioning
and heat pump models from a
range of four standard universal
mounting room air handlers and
seven outdoor units with
nominal cooling and heating
capacities from 2.6 - 7.lkW.
Irish agent is S.M.C. Air
Conditioning.
(Enquiry Code No. 54)

Ridge
Tool
Threading
THE RIDGE Tool Company
has just unveiled the 1224
Threading Machine an
innovative and versatile new
threading machine for 1/4" to'
4" pipe. According to Ridge
Tool, the 1224 represents a
major addition to its product
line and accommodates more
types of bolt and pipe threads
than any other machine 011 the

market today.
The Ridgid 1224 threads
black, galvanized, plastic coated
and stainless steel pipe,as well as
conduit and rod, in both left and
right hand configurations.
Available with a wide range of
standard equipment and
accessories the 1224 operates
quickly and efficiently by
threading 1/4" to 2" pipe at 36
rpm ;and 21/2" to 4" pipe ;at 12
rpm.
The machine features an
induction motor combined with
a V-belt drive to ensure quiet
operation,and a special
capacitor start-run motor for
threading under low voltage
conditions. In addition, the
1224's "th rough-the-head"
oiling system has a triple
filtration design for longer
pump life and clean threads. The
system includes a spill proof
reservoir for easy transport of
the machine without draining
the oil, and a remova ble tray for
convenient disposal of chips.
Other features include all
integral safety foot switch, a
safety-approved power switch
and a protective plastic machine
cover.
(Enquiry Code No. 45).

Temperature Ltd's all-new
range of Prestair 'Pacemaker
Series 3' split-system air
conditioners and heat pumps
were given an enthusiastic
reception by representatives of
the Prestair European Distributor
Network at the Company's 1985
European Distributor Conference held in Utrecht Holland,
recently ..
Temperature's Company
Sales Manager, Tim O'Brien,
System 'A' IS the complete radiant healing
service from Space-Ray.
From surveying and deslgn,ng a system
to match yOur heating needs, to IIlsfalla·
lion and maintenance. Utilizing Ceramic.
High Intensity Tube or Broad Area radiant
heaters In any combination-ail deSigned
to be the most radiant and fuel elllclentall from the one manufacturer for complete
compallblhty.
So before you select a new Industrial
heating system find out about Space-Ray
System 'A'-the total answer to your heal·
Ing I?"oblems. Ring Mlchael Plnner today.

:· · ·: SPACE-RAY
tJ

r ) Radiant Gas Heaters
...

• The new Dwyer Model 602-0 differential pressure Iransmifler.

-
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10,000lbslhr.
Fully automatic, the boilers
which are designed to burn low
grade fuels including waste
derived products, are already
being operated, commercially,
in paper works, pharmaceutical
plants and pit head baths, both
for steam raising in connection
with a man ufacturing process
and/or the supply of hot water.
(Enquiry Code No. 41).

Vapmatic
Steam
THE VAPMATIC range of
steam humidifiers with outputs
from 1.0 to 96 kglhour, are
suitable for in-duct or direct inroom use. On/off, throughout.
the range.
One of the unique features of
this range is the ability to
dismantle and clean the steam
cylinder and electrodes, thus
reducing maintenance costs.
(Enquiry Code No. 43).

Nordair
Heaters

Babcock
Boiler
Data
AN A4 Technical Data Sheet,
. FVV I, has been produced by
Babcock Worsley Ltd detailing
and illustrating the operating
and economic advantages of
their range of coal-fired
l1uidised bed vertical boilers,
three sizes currently being
available, 6,000, 8,000 and

* A mode/from the extensive Vapmatic steam Humidijier range.

l:i:~iijlEURO

!iiii@lj
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:

NORDSEA GAS Technology
have just published a short-form
leal1et on their Nordair direct
gas-fired heaters which gives the
standard features available an
optional extras. There are
sections on installation,
maintenance and safety.
Diagram~ of both indoor and
outdoor models are shown with
a table 01 size~ and dimensions.
Applications include the space
and make up heating needs of
commercial and industrial
premises.
(Enquiry Code No. 46).

GAS RADIANTHEATlNG

'*' Musgrave Cash & Carry Rosinhood Ind. Estate

SYSTEMS
Looked up to all over the world

Companies everywhere are switching over to Schwank
industrial radiant heating systems. Hardly surprising
'though, since these systems have thp. most efficient range
of gas fired heaters. And what a range it is!
Comprehensive. Flexible. Efficient. A heater for every
application.
Top of the range is "Kombi-Schwank" - the ultimate in
plaque heaters, offering significant cost savings by virtue
of its high energy efficiency. Then there's "ThermoSchwank", a well proven favourite. And latterly we've
introduced "Perfection" low intensity radiant tube to a
grateful market. What do they all have in common?
Schwank radiant heating systems can reduce heating bills
by around 50% and pay for themselves in only 2 years.
They give instant, controllable. all round comfort. a~e
Virtually maintenance free and can be installed quickly
and cheaply.

CONTACT EURO GAS NOW FOR DETAILS
OF OUR FREE DESIGN AND QUOTATION SERVICES.

----------------------o
Pi.... s.nd m.lull d.t.lIs 01 Schw.nk rsdiant hesting syst.ms

o Arrange for an engineer to contact me
Hlme
Position
Company
Addr...

....------_
_
_
_
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Euro Gas

LTD.

North Quay, Arklow,
Co. Wicklow. Tel: 0402 - 39017.
Enquiry Code No. 28
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New Products & Literature
popular. Already thousands are
in operation in factories, docks,
motor dealerships, supermarkets,
schools, homes and warehouses
as well as many other
applications.
A fuel saving of 20% is the
guarantee. However, satisfied
users have reported savings a
high as 50%. When the IFC
FuelSaver is fitted to larger
heaters, the pay-back times are
just a few weeks.
The IFC FuelSaver can be
fitted to all types of indirect fired
warm air heaters freestanding, overhead or rooftop
mounted either oil orgas firedany size, any make,
The IFC FuelSaver is
manufactured under licence in
England and distributed
throughout Europe by BBC
Industries Ltd. of Colnbrook.
near Slough through a network
of officially appointed
distributors,
(Enquiry Code No. 58).

Clyd
Extend
Range
CLYDE COMBUSTIONS Lld
have extended the rating range
of their Series 4 bu rners with the
introduction of a further three
specifications.
The Series 4 burner range was
launched last year with six basic
specifications of gas burners
covering maximum input
ratingsfrpom23to 194kW,and
six basic specifications of oil
burners ra ted from 26 to 194
kW.
The three new model sizes are
available for both gas and oil
firing and have individual input
ratings of 239 kW, 296kW, and
384 kW. Gas fired models are for
natural gas and
LPG
operation.
(Enquiry Code No. 44).

Digital
Thermometer
A' ELECTRO IC thermometer, Type ETR, giving a clear
l3mm high digital display has
been introduced by Teddington
Controls Ltd. Available with
measurement ranges of -40°C
to 100°C (-40°F to 190°F),this
new instrument has numerous
uses throughout general
industry and takes Teddington
into a much wider market area.
For the past 40 years,
Teddington controls have been
mainly synonymous with
refrigeration, domestic appliance
and central heating applications.

* Clyde Combustions have extended the rating range o/their Series 4
burners with three new model sizes/or both gas and oiljiring.
The company's established and
continuing range of inst ruments
and controls is based princi pally
on electro-mechanical devices
incorporating liquid-or vapourtilled thermal sensing assemblies
with metallic bellows or
diaphragm operation.
(Enquiry Code No. 42).

20% Fuel
Savings
Since its UK introduction last
yer from the United States, the
IFC Fuel Saver has proved very

p
OITSET SNIPS
• Easier to use than conventional metal snips. Cuts
in three directions. Forged
steel blades. Exclusive wire
cutter. Comfortabl'e
curved handle. Keeps
hands safely above
cut material. •

Available in right
and left cutting
models,
PROSN IP' from Petersen Mfg. Co
U SA makers of world famous
VISE-GRIP·tools.

* Teddington electronic thermometer Type ETR /01' measurement
ranges of -4(/JC to IO(/JC or -4(/JF to 19~F. Complementary to an
established range o/electromechanical instruments and controls -used
principally for refrigeration. domestic appliance and central heating
purposes - the ETR is the first in a new series 0/ electronic products
designed to rake Teddington Controls into a much wider market area.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1985

Prosnip'"
Write for free literature to Petersen's Irish Associates:-

Pace Marketing Limited
1 Belvedere Court. Dublin 1 Telephone,74901O
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High
Efficiency
Fans
FISCHBACH VENTILATION
Ltd has produced a new, fullcolour 20 page brochure (Cat
No 41, E 14/85). "Fischbach
High Efficiency Fans - for
progress in air conditioning"
describing in detail the
company's Types HE (single
inlet) and HD (double inlet)
backward-curved bladed
impeller fans.
Graphs and charts in the new
publication detail the performance, energy consumption,
sound pressure and sound
power figures of the fans, with
dimensions for all units in the
range. Also described is
ancillary equipment such as the
stepped and unstepped speed
controllers, (both manual and
a u toma tic) wh ich can be
governed by duct pressure,
temperature or relative
humidity to provide a complete
variable air volume system. The
brochure also includes
descriptions of the company's

associated range of Acoven
modular air handling equipment.
(Enquiry Code No. 49).

Energy
Saving
Control
A TECHNICAL handbook is
now available from MTE on
energy saving soft-start/soft
stop motor controllers. This
covers such topics as the
application of energy saving
motor controllers to various
types of motors, calculation of
energy saving, the principles of
operation, fault protection and
harmonic distortion.
(Enquiry Code No. 48).

2100folding enclosure door, callet
Exclusive, from Shires irelan
Enquiry Code No. 40.

Satchwell
TWO NEW full-colour
brochures "Controls for Air
Conditioning Systems" and
"Controls for Heating Systems"
have been produced by
Satchwell Control Systems Ltd.
"Controls for Air Conditioning System" illustrates the
extensive Satchwell Keyboard

product range ranked amongst
the world's leading systems for
providi ng functional and cost
effective solutions for any kind
of air conditioning installation.
The other brochure "Controls
for Heating Systems" demon

strates how the problems of
achieving efficient heating
control can be totally eradicated
by use of the appropriate
Satchwell Optimiser and
Compensator units.
(Enquiry Code o. 47).

Exploration of a New World!
31st ASME INTERNATIONAL
GAS TURBINE
CONFERENCE AND EXHIBIT
GAS TURBINE DIVISION
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers

~'~

.
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•

~

_

~

New discoveries are always exciting. At t-he 1986 ASME International Gas Turbine
Conference and Exhibit, you will have an opportunity to join 5000 other explorers in discovering
the most up-to-date developments in gas turbine technology. You will meet and interact with
gas turbine users and engineers with interests ranging from pipelines to electric utilities and
from aircraft to turbomachinery. You will hear presentations by over 300 leaders in the
technology. The exploration of a new world of gas turbine technology--- and a quantum leap in
you r professional growth.
Ninety percent of available exhibit space has already been reserved by over 200 companies from throughout
the world. You can not afford to miss such a renowned exhibition and technical conference. So plan now to
participate and take a giant step toward that new world of gas turbine technology. For more information,
contact the ASME Gas Turbine Division's International Gas Turbine Center, 4250 Perimeter Park South,
Suite 108, Atlanta, Georgia 30341, USA, Telephone: 404/451-1905, Telex: 707340 IGTC ATL.

{}usselborf
Federal Republic of Germany

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss10/1
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Grilles, Louvres and Ducting

An Exam le For Others
To Follow
Despite the overall tone of our lead news story (Page 1), it must be acknowledged that the grille, louvres
ducting, fire-damper, etc manufacturing sector has already made great strides in achieving the stated
objectives as outlined by newly-appointed IIRS Chief Executive, John Hayden.
Those involved are to be congratulated for the manner in which they have shown the rest ofthe industry
that we here in Ireland can produce top-quality products meeting all the required specifications at prices
.
which are competitive.
In this sector the swing to home-produced products has been particularly noticeable over the last three
to four years but the sustained, and indeed expanding, demand is perhaps the most significant
endorsement of the standards to which the manufacturers are adhering.
The nett result is the small but growing number of producers in this area whose excellent example
should be followed by other sectors.
With the extensive range 01
equipment available Irom
Barber & Col man, Irish agents
Coolair can meet virtually any
requirement WIth regard to
louvres, grilles and general air
distribution. Examples lor tour
specilic situations are outlined
below:Louvres let air flo\\ freely external louvres which provide
weatherprooling and a
ventilation source lor buildings
are available Irom Barber &
Col man. The louvres also
provide a lascia tor any exterior
wall opening or duct terminal.
Manulactured Irom extruded
aluminium sections to give
strength and rigidity, the louvres
are deSigned to combine the
maximum Iree area With
weat herprool characteristics.
Where a COIllIllUOUS tlow 01
supply or exhaust is required,
the louvre provide cladding to
exterIOr wall openings.
Standard
units may be
assembled together to make any
width or height, and can be
surface mounted or recessed
complete with concealed
mullions and tie bars lor salety.
Continuous line arrangemellls
may involve the use 01 louvres
to provide an airflow or simply
as screens. They may leature III
the architectural design and can
incorporate internal or external
corners, asymetrical shapes and
can include doors or special
panels without breaking the
aesthetic appearance; louvre~
aesthetic appearance;

Extensive Choice From Coolair
Air balancing dampers - Type
BPRA/E
Iris
balancing
dampers are designed to otter
Simple, yet precise, balancing 01
air distributIOn systems without
the need lor time consuming
traversing 01 the ducting.
The direct acting positive
response calibrated dial is now
incorporated on all dampers,
sizes 100 diameter through to
600 diameter (larger sizes also
avadable on request) and allows
lor simple setting 01 the orilice
area;
Air filter and distribution unit Barber & Colman has designed
an manulactured a combined
absolute tIlter and air
distribution unit to meet the
needs 01 filtration elficiency lor
air conditioning systems.
Air liltration and air
distribution are integrated to
provide sate and hygienic
working conditions, extracting microscopic bacteria,
viruses and harmlul dust
particles.
1 he unit can be ins'talled
directly into a convelllional
ceiling system with access lor
maintenance while in situ.
The design ot the outer lilter
housing Irame allows lor
various dilluser laces to be

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1985

• Iris ba/al/cil/g damper }rol1l Coo/ai,·.

combined into its design: the
louvre face ceiling diffuser
combines horizontal air
distribution with cores available
in I, 2,3, or 4 way discharge air
patterns, while maintaining air
handling capacities encountered III air conditioning
systems;
Panels avoid air turbulence - to
eliminate the air turbulence
caused by normal air influx into
enclosed areas, Barber &
Colman has developed a system
of air supply whereby

conditioned air is illlroduced
through perlorated panels to
avoid air turbulence. These
laminar tlow panels, type PF,
supply a vertical supply airtlow
pattern, thus providing a clean
air zone and eliminating the
scattering 01 unwanted and
potentially hazardous airborne
particles. These units are now
available combined with
absolute tilters.
(See advertisement for Enquiry
No.)
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A UNGE OF QUALITY GRILLES AND LOUVRES
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Available exclusively from:

DAN CHAMBERS LTD.
57/58 BRUNSWICK STREET, DUBLIN 7.

Telephone (01) 720448
(01) 720555
(01) 720971
Telex No. 91129

- - - - - - Delivery: 2 - 3 Days. - - - - - - -

Sandford Engineering Co. Ltd.
TIFEU CONTROL AND FIRE DAMPERS

Tifeu fire dampers are 4 hour tested to British Standard 476.
Part 81972 and the International Standard ISO 834. 1976.
Evaluated by the I.I.R.S. Immediate Manufacture and delivery following order.

Sandford Engineering Co. Ltd..
Kill Avenue, Dun Laoghaire. Tel: 806481.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss10/1
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Gri lies, Louvres and Ducti ng

The World of
Energy
Management

Multi-

Cone
From
Aer
Grilles

• Multi-cone ceiling dijju~e,. from
Aer (iri//e~.

The latest addition to the air distribution products made by
Aergrille~ in Dublin is a multi-cone lixed blade ceiling dill user.
lhe dillu~er~ are manulactured trom extruded quality
aluminium in a natural tint ~atin anodised tini~h with a
removable centre core tor easy adju~tment and maintenance. A
white lini~h and other colour~ can be ~upplied 10 suit
requirments.
Details 01 this product and 01 the comprehensive range 01
gnlles lou'vl'e~ and dillu~ers manulactured by Aergrilles are
available in a catalogue trom Tony McNamara, Aergrille~ Ltd.,
59 Brunswick Street, Dublin 7. (Tel: 770772).
(See advertisement for Enquiry No.)

Sandford Irish-made
Fire Dampers
Sandlord Engineering Co. Ltd
are now manulacturing ~pring
loaded curtain
type
lIre
damper~, registered under the
trade mark "lIF-EU." 1 hey
have been lIre re~i~tan~e te~ted
101' a period 01 tour hour~ 10
Briti~h Standard 476: Part S:
1972 and the Internalional
Standard ISO S34: 1975 and
evaluated by the IIRS.Sandtord
hope mainly to ~upply the home
market with a view to exporting
to Northern Ireland.
llFEU lire damper~ have
many advantage~over im ported
~imilar product~. They are very
robu~t, being manulactured
Irom 18G galvani~ed outer
casing. Folding blades are rolled
Irom 22G, 304 2B stainless steel.
Tension springs are also
stainless steel which means the
dampers are 01 good anlicorrosive quality.
They are completely Irish
manulactured at Sandtord'~ in
Dun Laoghaire which means
quick delivery to any part 01
Ireland within a lew days.
At present the company
produces threedirterent typesType 'A' damper is mainly lor
high pressure ducted air
conditioning systems, suitable

lor any type 01 rectangular
tlanged joint~; Type 'B' i~
~uitable lor low pres~ure air
conditionll1g and ventilation
rectangular ducted ~y~lems.
Sections can be bolted together
IIlto bank> 10 lorm any size
required; the Type'C' i~ suitable
lor round dUCled high pres~ure
air conditioning systcm~. All
welded joinl~ en~urc minimum
air leakage.
AIIlI FEU damper blade~ are
~pring-Ioaded and out 01 air
~tream and are de~igned lor
minimum aIr resistance. All It re
dampers are activated by
means 01 a tu~ible link normally
72°e. Higher rating can be
made available on request.
Other devices lor activating
dampers such as solenoid
valves, and pneumatic release
valves are readily available on
req ue~t.
A comprehen~ive catalogue
giving luther details can be had
Irom Malacahy Loughran, at
Sandlord Engineering Company,
Ltd" Kill Avenue, Dun
Laoghaire, Co. Dubllll . (Tl:i:
S064SI).
(See advertisement for Enquiry
0)
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ENGINEERED
AIR
DISTRIBUTION
Whatever your requirements may
be in the field of Air Distribution or
Energy Management, Barber &
Colman can design and supply
cost effective products to meet
the most stringent specification.
By combining quality in our
manufacturing, with continuing
research through our
experienced team of engineers
utilising the latest technology in
computer aided design, we aim to
ensure that the services we
provide to our clients continue to
set new standards for the
industry.

coolailiG
AIR CONDITIONING/AIR DISTRIBUTION

25 Cookstown Ind. Est., Tallaght, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
Tel. (01 )511244/511540 Telex: 31689 COOL El
Mallow Road, Cork, Ireland.
Tel. (021)503630, Telex: 26152
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By Pat Lehane

O'Toole's Law: In these times it's
good to see that a sense of humour
still prevails, at least in some circles.
Following the recent H&V Show in
the Burlington at which the difficult
state of the marketplace was made
quite apparent, I overheard a remark
which brought a smile to my face. A
small gathering of exhibitors were
taking a break and discussing how
bad things were and whether there
was any sign of an upturn. One
particular gentleman, in describing
his view of the current situation said:
"Listen, we've all heard of things
going wrong and then, to compound
it, matters even degenerating lurther.
We use the phrase Murphy's Law to
describe such situations. Well, I
think the present circumstances call
for a new manner 01 description.
And, do you know something ... the
first rule should be that the self same
Murphy of the infamous Murphy's
Law should be described as an
optimist!
And talking of Optimists, I would ask
the gentleman or lady from Belfast
who sought information on Nos 11
and 125 using a Reader Enquiry Card
from the August issue to please get in
touch again. This time though it
would be helpful if you supplied us
with your name and address. It is
difficult tor us to be clairvoyent. Mind
you, it's not the lirst such instance
we've come across. So please
gentelemen (and ladies), do remember
to put your full name and address in
the space provided.

• Be~t wi~'he~ to Dermot J Reidy who ha~ joined
Dublin Gas Company a~' Retail Development
Manager, responsible jor al/ a~pects o/appliance
retail development. Mr Reidy joins Dublin Ga~ Fom
Thor Appliance~' where he wa~ Product Manager.
He Itad previou~ly worked witlt Heugat oj Hol/and
and Stel'iing Winthrop.

continued to 10rge ahead despite the
losses suffered in recent months
through no fault of their own. In
addition to their participation at the
H&V Show, they had a gala evening
in the Shelbourne earlier in the
month to announce the launch ot
the new units from Glow-worm.

I see that the first British Standard
to be produced to promote energy
efficiency in buildings and to provide
a basis on which designers of
buildings and their clients can work
to achieve this aim, has just been
published.
BS 8207 Code of practice for
energy efficiency in buildings is a
"head code" which sets out the main
principles to be observed.
The chief incentive for energy
conversation in buildings in
economy, i.e. eliminating waste and
thus minimising expenditure, taking
into account capital and running
costs. There is also a national
interest in conserving reserves of
fuels of which we should all be
conscious.
BS 8207 concentrates on how to
make buildings energy-et j icient,
through good design practices and
by careful management and use. The
increased cost of fuel and power
relative to other buildings costs
means that energy conservation has
a higher priority than hitherto.
There's a lot in this for those
interested ... and everyone should
be!

On a more positive note I
understand that Lennox, in
association with distributors Coolair,
are set to embark on a major
marketing drive aimed at raising the
company's market share to a level
commensurate with that of the
principal in the UK. John Lawlor
and Barry Vanes (Lennox) have put
together a sales, pricing and
marketing package for the Irish
market which should prove very
attractive, especially to specifiers.
On a similar note John Duignan
and Michael Melligan of C&F Ltd
are to be congratulated on the
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss10/1
manner in which they have
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• Matt Gal/uglter, PJ Mattltew~. witlt Murie and Eric Haywood. i't tlte (irund/o~ celebrating dinner in tlte .
Boardroom o/tlte National Concert Hal/ la~t momh. The el'ening', emertalflment, which IfIduded an ent~re
meal menu ba~'ed on prawn~, ",a~ attended by 30 gue~b and their partner~. mdudlflg the .Dan"It
Amba~~ador. Held to mark tlte company Vir,'t anniver~ary,tlte entire proceeding~ we'" ",."hout ~ h,u'h and
lily congratulation~ to Dermot Murphy und Iti~ team. And by tlte way, tlte excel/ent lIIU~I<' provided by the
String Quartet "'u~ the perject accompaniment to tlte atmo,\phere oj the e.'enlflg.
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Johnson Controls reflects upon a
hundred years of experience and
know-how in producing and
marketing quality control products
for the refrigeration, heating,
ventilation and airconditioning
markets. In these hundred years of

existance Johnson Controls has
fully understood that manufacturers
of quality equipment and installers
with quality service rely on their
suppliers to guarantee quality
control products.

That is why Johnson Controls
Interested in learning more about a
endeavours to uphold the quality for products programme that reflects
which they are so well-known,
quality, write or phone your nearest
qualityproducts distributed through dealer. They will give you detailed
qualified sales offices, agents and information.
wholesalers.

MANOTHERM LTD.
Manotherm Ltd. 4 Walkinstown Road DUBLIN 12 Tel. 01 - 522355/522018/522229 BELFAST Tel. 084-645966

06HNSON

CONTR~LS

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol24/iss10/1
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Penn
Products
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